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Weekend damage reaches $2000
by John Donnelly
Vandalism ran "unusually high" last
weekend at UMO as damage to cars,
dormitories and personal property totaled
more than 52,000. said William Prosser,
assistant director for the patrol division for
the UMO Department of Police and Safety
Monday.
"It's just malicious damage." Prosser
said.
While vandalism was high the two
previous weekends, totaling $700, the
extent of last weekend's combined damage
total was not expected by the UMPD.
Prosser said.
"You might even say it's a bit ridiculous.
Kids pay to go to school here and then they
go around and damage vehicles or
dormitories only to pay more," Prosser
said.
"It seems to me that people are fairly.
well learned here, but to go around and
damage, well.. .1 can't understand it," he
said.
Much of the vandalism was concentrated
in several areas. Three cars' windows
were smashed to varying degrees at both
the Lord Hall parking lot and at Delta Tau
Delta fraternity lot. Two cars were
damaged in Oxford Hall's parking lot. Five
separate reports of damage occurred over
the weekend at the Wells Complex.
"I don't think this is a trend, but it's
hard to say," Prosser said. "I think that
the warm weather, and the successful
Professional employees
to consider unionizing
by Enid Logan
Professional employees at MO will be
mailed ballots to vote March 15 on whether
to unionize under a bargaining agent, the
University of Maine Professional Staff
Association, or remain as they are now,
with no representation, according to Steve
Pulkinen of the Maine Teachers Associ-
ation. The ballots will be counted March
30.
UMPSA is affiliated with the MTA,
which in turn is an affiliate of the National
Education Association.
There are approximately 400 profes-
Neville job hunt
causes concern
by Dan Warren
Speaker of the House of Maine
Representatives John L. Martin
confirmed Monday he and a group of
legislators are "considering" send-
ing a letter to UMO Chancellor
Patrick E. McCarthy asking him to
fire UMO President llov. aid R
Neville.
In a telephone interview froni
Augusta. Martin. D-Eagle Lake. said
he and other state lawmakers "have
been concerned" about Neville 's
announced desires to find another
college presidency job. He said
Neville doesn't appear to be in-
terested in the UMO job any longer.
"We have not started circulating
such a letter at this time," Martin
said, "but you can say we are
considering it. People here have
been concerned" about Neville's job
hunting.
McCarthy said he had heard
nothing about the proposed letter
and Neville could not be reached for
comment.
State Rep. Richard Davies, how-
ever. told the Campus he had heard
"rumors" about the letter, but had
seen no action taken.
"If a letter is sent around, I'd like
to sign my name to the top of it."
Da% les sai(1.
sional employees holding 315 different job
titles at UMO, Pulkinnen said.
According to Jon Smith, student repre-
sentative for the collective bargaining
process, professional employees generally
include "any professionals working at the
University not supervising other profes-
sionals," although that definition doesn't
cover all professionals.
"Professionals pretty much have been
the forgotten employees." he said. "They
are looked at after everyone else."
Associate chemist Harold Bradbury
agreed. "Everyone in the University
system has to be organized to speak for
their group."
Because the faculty, police forces, and
maintenance and service workers are
already represented by bargaining units,
"professionals are the last ones," Brad-
bury said.
Higher wages, insurance plans (and
fringe benefits), grievance proceedings,
advancement policies and job security are
the issues to be bargained for. Pulkinnen
said.
According to John A. Walas, PICS
information specialist, "the University
administrators have been totally unre-
sponsive to out needs."
Walas said, "if the professionals fail to
act, they'll be left out in the cold in the
bargaining process.
We have no contract, no job security right
now. Someone higher up from you can
dismiss you on a whim."
Currently there is no consensus among
either administrators or professionals over
what "job security" is. Professionals are
faced with a one, two or three-year
probationary period, and then receive a
one-year appointment or a one-year
continuing appointment.
That appointment carries no clear
explanation on what grounds employees
can be removed, replaced. transferred or
promoted, Walas said.
He said, "professionals can be dis-
missed without any regard to job qualifica-
tions."
Since professional employees have no
griesInce proceedings, their only course of
action if they are not satisfied with a
decision of the administration is to go to
court.
Continued on page 2
hockey game coupled with activities on
campus—plus, with alcohol a factor—led
to the high amount of damage."
The PIP (Protesting Intoxicated Persons)
car picked 12 drivers over the weekend,
Prosser said. Only 26 drivers had been
picked previously in its three-week opera-
tion, he added.
Investigation is pending on the cases
with the exception of the Delta Tau Delta
incident.
Michael Liss, a freshman from Gannett
Hall, pleaded no contest to charges on
criminal mischief Monday and was found
guilty by the Penobscot County Third
District court judge in Bangor, said UMPD
Sergeant Michael Zubik Monday.
Liss, who was brought into the police
station after the incident early Saturday
morning, battled with a police officer. The
judge ruled Monday that Liss's fine is 5100
for criminal mischief, $200 for assaulting a
police officer, and restitution for the car
owners.
Liss was the only person identified in
that incident but evidence points to the fact
others were involved, Zubik said.
the combined total of the fine could be
more than $1,000, Zubik said.
At Delta Tau Delta the damage included:
—Scratches, scuffs in paint over the
front wheel well in a 1977 Chevrolet Vega,
which was estimated at $100 damage.
—Damage to entire area of the right rear
of a 1968 Ford Mustang, plus a dented in
front right quarter ahd a bent radio
antenna was estimated at $485.
—A Volkswagen Dasher was damaged
also, but the owner has not released
information.
At the Lord Hall parking lot it was
reported Saturday at 4:15 a.m. three cars
were damaged. It included an estimated
$635 in damages to the cars. It consisted
mainly of rear windows being smashed.
Two incidents were reported during the
weekend from the Oxford Hall parking lot.
A 1976 Chevette's windshield was struck
resulting in approximately $175 in damage.
Also, all four hubcabs, valued at $85, were
stolen from a 1977 Oldsmobile.
At Wells Complex numerous broken
windows were reported and a plugged
shower drain caused extensive damage to
the property of a Dunn resident.
Dudley Watson's 1948 Gibson acoustic
guitar suffered approximately 1100 to $400
in damage when about two inches of water
Continued on page 7
Fake candidate created to stress
change in student government
by Tammy Eves and Natalie Slefinger
A fourth candidate for student govern-
ment president has come on the scene.
Sidney Brimmer, a right-wing fraternity
member belonging to the Orono Fascist
Liberation League, is a write-in candidate
for the March 7 election,according to Jamie
Eves, Brimmer's campaign manager.
"The other candidates talk about
Campus Corner
experience. What they really mean is that
they have proven stupidity," Brimmer
said.
Brimmer, whose platform includes "fir-
ing all Communist faculty members,
putting a nude model of Farrah Fawcett in
place of the black bear, abolishing the
Maine Campus and an end to money for
gays, abortionists and other radical-
perverts," is not a real student. His
fraternity. Sigma Epsilon Chi (SEX) does
not exist, and his platform is the creation of
Eves and a small group of anonymous
students.
According to Eves, an SLS paralegal who
twice ran for student government vice-
president. student government elections
have been following increasingly con-
servative trend for the past few years.
"In the sixties, students accomplished
some things, but now we're giving them all
back," Eves said. "In effect, student
leaders are saying 'we don't want to be
adults—we want you (the administration)
doing our worrying for us.' It's come to be
that student government is becoming a
joke. So doesn't it make sense its
president should be a joke?"
Eves created Sid to express his
disappointment with the other candidates
Continued on page 3
Jamie Eves, creator of the fictional Sid
Brimmer.
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Tuesday, March 6
p.m. Annual meeting for credit
union members to elect the board of
directors. 120 Little Hall.
8p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous MCA
Center.
2:10 p.m. Student Recital. Lord Hall.
5 p.m. Preventive medicine pro-
gram. Gannett Hail.
8 p.m. Disco Dancing. North Loy, n
Room. Memorial Union.
6 p.m. Smoking on Campus—Should
it be restricted? Walker Room.
Memorial Union.
411.
Wednesday. March 7
7 p.m. Meditation Class. Drummond
Chapel.
7 and 9:15 p.m. "Rollerball" 130
Little Hall.
8 p.m. T.J. Wheeler. Bears Den.
Thursday. March 8
3:30 p.m. Time management Semi-
nar. Coe Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Stephen King lecture
101em. Horror and the Supernatural.
7 and 9:15 p.m. "Rollerball" 130
Little Hall.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Summer Job
Opportunity Day. Memorial Union.
• Professionals
last to vote
from page I
Few UM campuses have any policies or
procedures for professionals. "We have no
handbook. Nothing is nailed down in
writing.- Bradbury said.
According to an MTA pamphlet, those
policies that do exist are "unclear, unfair
and unworkable."
Pulkinnen said some sort of advance-
ment or promotional procedure is needed.
"The way it is now, you're hired into a
position and remain there. You remain
stuck where you are." he said.
Some professionals. according to Walas,
are hesitant to vote for the bargaining
agent. "because they feel it would be a
regressive move."
Depending on how UM professionals
decide to utilize the bargaining process.
some or all current desired policies could
be incorporated into an enforceable
contract. but "they can't take anything we
already have away from us." Walas said.
"Our present benefits can be strength-
ened." Federal laws and the bargaining
laws of many states. including Maine.
prohibit regressive bargaining.
Bradbury said some professionals may
not want to unionize because they think
"they will be riding on the coattails of the
faculty."
"Others won't vote for the union
because they are anti-union people. They
don't believe in the philosophy of it."
Walas said.
Professionals have the right to abolish
the union, unlike the administration, if it
doesn't perform as desired. Anytime after
the first year following the election of a
union, a "decertification" election can be
held.
The March election will be done through
the mail. Pulkinnen said. "The Chancellor
and the Maine Labor Board requested it to
be done this way because the cost of the
election on site is too high," he said. "I
haven't seen any figures showing me this
though," he added.
Another reason Pulkinnen cited for the
mail ballots was the number of profession-
als that are not located on campus, such as
Upward Bound employees.
The University of Rhode Island is the
only other school in the country with a
professional staff association, Bradbury
said.
Raise the steins!
Stuents at the Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity took advantage of a light snowfall Friday
night to complete a snow sculpture started a month ago. The sculpture honors the
fraternity's annual woodchoppers party.[photo by Mary Ellen Garten]
Student guilty of theft.
by John Donnelly
A UMO student was sentenced to one
year of probation and a six-month
suspended jail term for the burglary of his
former landlord's public address system at
the Penobscot County Superior Court in
Bangor Friday.
Kenneth W. Wheelock, III, of Old Town.
was found guilty of theft Feb. 27 by a jury
verdict.
Wheelock will not serve the jail sentence
unless he violates the terms of his
probation, said Christopher Almy. assis-
tant district attorney for the Penobscot
County.
Wheelock removed his landlord's public
address system. valued at $1,000, in
defiance of what he thought was an unfair
adjustment in his utility bill, Almy said.
His landlord. Rev. Harley G. Warman.
at 73 Bennoch Road in Old Town, was
renting the system for use during a Sunday
service.
"He (Wheelock) admitted that he would
have returned it (the system) if his landlord
would pay his utility bill." Almy said.
Almy said the case was previously
challenged by Wheelock's representation
on the grounds that Wheelock's fourth
ammendment right may have been viola-
ted.
„The investigation, led by Old Town
Police Detective Pat Murray and assisted
by UMO detectives Terry Burgess and
Mildred Conners, led to a residence where
the system and several pieces of University
property were found, namely paintings and
a game table.
Judge F. Davis Clark, Third District
Court. ruled May 26 that the state failed to
provide adequate evidence to establish a
case and also failed to show probable
cause.
He based his judgment on the example
of the "fruit of the poison tree." In the
case, the confiscated alleged UMO pro-
perty was the "fruit" from the "poisoned
tree." or the stolen sound system.
From testimony, last May. Judge Clark
said there might have been an illegal
search-and-seizure because Detective
Murray questioned the defendant after
they had been read the Miranda Warning.
He said also the presence of the UMO
police "precluded" Murray's official
involvement.
Judge Clark said that the defendent's
Rotten wood surrounds
Cumberland window
by Mary Ellen Garten
Plywood planks board up the windows to
the third floor study lounge in Cumberland
because it's too dangerous to put in a new
window. the wood structure surrounding
the glass has rotted away.
"It rotted to a point where you can't just
paint over it, you have to get it fixed." said
Regan McPhetres. resident director of
Cuntberland. •
Last year the study window was broken.
and when it was being fixed during the
summer, the rotted wood was discovered,
and they were afraid to put in new glass for
fear the structure would not hold.
Students returning in September found
the cracked glass taped and the study door
locked for safety reasons. The physical
plant put in the plywood planks three
weeks later after students complained they
wanted a study room.
The wood surrounding the windows in
the other lounges has all rotted away, and
the entire column of windows must be
repaired and replaced.
Residential Life was told it would cost
around $7,000 for the repairs, but the price
escalated with the cold weather because
shelters would have to be built for the
workmen while they repaired the structure.
They couldn't afford it. so plywood was
used.
"It may have something to do with the
architecture." said McPhetres. because
there is no gutter system." Moisture from
the rains is thought to have caused the
rotting.
"It may have something to do with the
architecture." said McPhetres, because
there is no gutter system." Moisture from
the rains is thought to have caused the
rotting.
"It's 20 years old. It has to be
expected." said Joyce McPhetres. resident
director.
However. Gannett Hall, built only a year
before Cumberland, with basically the
same structure, has no problem.
Actual plans for fixing the window
structure are incomplete. Study windows
on the second and fourth floors have been
cracked in accidents.
"It's not the best
-looking thing in the
world," said Ann Fridinger, third floor
resident advisor, "but at least we have a
study."
right were violated when he was ques-
tioned about the alleged UMO property.
He also refused to admit evidence in his
court because of his interpretation of the
Wong-Sun versus the United States case.
which the phrase "fruit of the poisoned
tree" comes.
However. Superior Court Justice David
Roberts late last summer overturned Judge
Clark's decision that some of Wheelock's
police interviews could not be admitted in
court testimony.
Sociobiology is
symposium topic
ny Anne Lucey
Sociobiology. a controversial study
involving all disciplines, will be the topic of
a week-long symposium to be presented by
the College of Arts and Sciences at UMO.
The seminar, the first such venture
undertaken by the college, will be held
April 16-20. with a different expert in the
field lecturing each night.
The interdisciplinary field of sociobio-
logy is defined as the study of the
biological basis of social behavior. It
proposes much of human behavior, inclu-
ding sex roles, aggressiveness, selfishness
and altruism, is determined by genetic
inheritance.
' We decided upon sociobiology.
because it is a timely topic that is of
concern to the academic world," Gary
Haggard, chairman of the committee, said.
He added that it was selected as the
topic of the first of the college's proposed
annual symposia because "it is an
important and interesting dialogue for the
whole University."
Scheduled to speak during the week are:
Bert Holldobler speaking on "How Insect
Societies Work", Richard Dawkins on
"Genetic Determinism and Gene Selec-
tionism", Marian Lowe on "Sociobiology
and Sex Defferences", Jerome Barkow on
"Naladaptive Consequences of Culture
and Free Will" and Marjorie Grene on
"Sociobiology: A Synthesis, New. Old, or
Pseudo?"
June Goodfield, a humanist from Cornell
University. will be commentator for the
seminar.
The field has produced heated debate
among the disciplines because it is a
reincarnation of the old "innate versus
learned" controversy, according to an
article written by Cornell University
biologist Stephen Emlen.
The cost of the seminar, including
expenses and honorariums for the spea-
kers, is about $4000 which comes from a
grant from the Cultural Affairs Committee,
President Howard R. Neville's office, and
the College of Arts and Sciences.
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• Anti-party candidate
is ultra conservative
From page I
and with student government in general.
"Student government used to be in a
position where it accomplished things—it
tried to do things to help students." Eves
said, "not because students need more
help than anyone else, but because they're
people who deserve a minimum amount of
freedom and democracy."
But Eves said student government has
regressed in recent years, and now consists
largely of "resume builders and junior
politicos."
"They're people who are either not
interested in students or they're too stupid
to realize student concerns. They're more
interested in hearing themselves talk. All
it (the senate) is, is a room full of hot air,"
Eves said.
"Now we're going to get Dick Hewes,"
he went on, "because he's got the support
of the administration.
"Dick's a good person. and he's the only
one who seems to be speaking his own
mind, but Dick doesn't see the concerns of
students." Eves said.
Candidate Brimmer said he used to
support Hewes, but that Hewes had turned
"too liberal." "I decided to run last Friday
as a write-in candidate. after Hewes had
revealed his platform," Brimmer said.
In a letter to the editor of the Maine
Campus. Brimmer explained Hewes "had
mellowed sadly in a seeming attempt to
pander the liberal pantywaists and yes-
sayers." His views of the other candidates
Eves reported Brimmer predicts the
faculty unionists will soon be discovered to
be the communists they really are. "There
are only a few of them, and they've taken
power by devious means. They're the ones
out to destroy morals. We'll expose them
for what they really are."
Brimmer said he expected the faculty
will bow to the demands of the administra-
tion and accept pay cuts.
Brimmer's conservative platform sug-
gests the UMO Weekly Newsletter replace
the Maine Campus. according to his
manager Eves.
"It's the best representative we have,"
he said. "The PICS director who publishes
the thing gets paid more than the Maine
Campus editor, so he obviously is more
competent."
The campus police should also assert
their strength more, according to Brimmer.
"They should wear combat helmets, black
shirts, have swaztikas on armbands, and
carry machine guns so students will
become more secure...- he said.
Eves said Brimmer's platform calls for a
Farrah Fawcett Majors statue in place of
the black bear mascot, a marijuana
concession in the Bear's Den, an orgy fair
on the Mall in place of the Organizational
Fair, more beer bashes and replacement of
Neville's house by a parking lot over-
looking the river.
Eves said Brimmer lists his heroes as
George Wallace. Barry Goldwater. and
Adolf Hitler. His experience has included
membership in the National Socialist
White People's Party and the Ku Klux
SID BRIMMER....lists his heros as George Wallace. Barry Goldwater and Adolph
Hitler.
are scanty. He said little. "Pickle is a
radical. I don't understand Woody."
According to Eves. Brimmer is a
no-rights-to-anybody-anti-Party member.
His door-to-door campaign is an effort to
mobilize the majority of fascists he's sure
exist. He is confident he can win because
he can take the time to talk to everybody
Eves said Brimmer expects less support
from the off-campus students. "I expect
my base will come from people in
fraternities and in the older dorms.
Students who have been in triples for a
long time will probably vote for me, too."
Brimmer said he has a great deal of
support from sorority sisters, and plans to
gain more by visiting all-girl dorms after
midnight.
In supporting President Howard R.
Neville, Brimmer said, "He's an admini-
strator, isn't he? Can $30,000 be wrong?"
Klan. Brimmer also participated in the
ameris:an Nazi march on SitokiP, 1-1, this
summer.
Brimmer hopes the campaign will not
become a mud slinging one, according to
Eves. "I will not sling mud.- he said.
."But if the others keep playing dirty tricks.
I will fight fire with fire." Brimmer said
several of his campaign posters have been
torn down and replaced with posters of the
other candidates.
Brimmer is a "gym" major. Eves said,
and has repeatedly tried out for the football
team. Last fall, he was kicked off the team
because while running onto the field, he
tripped over the water boy.
The John Belushi look-alike with a
Brooklyn accent hopes to have a career in
politics after graduation. Currently. he is
in his twelfth year as a UMO freshman.
with a .0003 grade point average.
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HEALTHY AND TRIM. PENCIL-SLIIM.
THAT'S HOW THE WEATHERVANE
SHAPES YOU FOR SPRING!
v. 'It. ikftiguw.,Ur* Vaal:
Ntfillitteitti TI
;ate'
am •
It's going to be
a string-bean spring!
Everywhere you look,
the look is lean. Snug.
And super! Here,
a double-wrapped slim
d enim skirt for that
..traight-as-an-arrow
look.With a tie belt,5-11,,
824. Worn with a woven
plaid short-sleeved shirt
with sleeve tabs in loads
of colors. SML, $13. Over
a V-necked cotton tee with
capped faceves in hot,
bright colors. SML, $7. No
matter what shape you're in,:
come to The Weathervane
for the shapes of Spring,
right now!
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Editorials
It's Pickle and Moen
Randy Pickle and Chris Moen
represent a change of direction
for the student government, a
much needed change.
If the experience were the
only criteria when judging a
candidate for the office of
president and vice president of
student government, then
these two candidates probably
would not deserve our
attention.
But experience does not
necessarily mean
responsibility, leadership and
honesty; three of the qualities
we think Pickle and Moen
possess.
Couple these with an
overwhelming desire to turn
student government into an
active governing body of and
for student interests, these two
relative newcomers will inject a
shot of new blood and energy
into a government which is
plagued by an apathetic and
disinterested student body.
Their opposition, Hewes and
Bucherati, while being earnest
and experienced, do not, in our
view, offer much of a change.
Vote!!
The recent campaigns for
student government office has
been remarkably low-key and,
except for a few nasty
incidents, unusually clean. The
lack of a clear central issue has
made the task of choosing a
candidate a difficult one for us.
All the candidates have their
strengths and weaknesses, all
could probably do a good job.
We seriously considered not
endorsing any of the candidates
this year. To leave it instead to
the intelligence of the voters.
But to do so would be to inspire
They offer instead a
guarantee. A guarantee that
the government will keep
running at its smooth pace; but
also a guarantee that the UMO
administration will be looked at
as something to abide with. We
feel that while it is best to work
with the administration on
certain issues, it is also best at
other times to make a stand and
dare to challenge.
We feel Hewes and
Bucherati, while having the
support of the majority of the
student administration and
senators, will not make that
stand.
And John Kilby, while
probably sincere as well as the
most original thinker of all the
candidates, has shown no
realistic leadership qualities
needed to handle the important
problems the new government
leaders will undoubtably face.
Pickle and Moen do not have
an easy task ahead of them.
They need our help. They need
it at the ballot box and they
will need it when elected.
even more apathy among the
students.
Last year the student
government president was
elected with only 1400 votes.
We can only hope that this time
a president will be elected with
a clear mandate from the
students, so he can really
represent the majority of
students' interests.
This is an excellent
opportunity for more student to
become involved in government
affairs. Don't pass it up; vote
tommorrow.
I ik)FOkil \CO 3-Mat‘)TS GvT-0-
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published. letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised and all are subject to editing for
grammar. good taste and available space.
(more letters on page 5, 12)
Dismayed
To the Editor:
I am continually dismayed by
the attitudes of many people
which are reinforced by their own
ignorance. I am referring, in
particular, to the "Letter to the
Editor" from Mark Burke. in the
Maine Campus. March 2.
The first point I'd like to make
is that Mark, like the rest of us. is
not living in a "Christian society"
but a democratic society in the
United States of America. I am a
Christian. Mark seems to be
living in a fantasy "Christian
society," which simply does not
exist.
It is true homosexuals need
help, but not the kind Mark
suggests. I support Student Gov-
ernment in respect to their loyal
support of the Wilde-Stein Club
and Maine Gay Symposium.
Homosexuality is not a disease.
1 does no infect the body and soul
of its "victim." These are stereo-
typic ideas of homosexuality.
Homosexual relationships occur
in all God's creatures: hyenas,
rabbits, seagulls, dolphins and all
primates. Homosexuals are vic-
tims of society's attitudes, not
homosexuality.
Also, looking at homosexuality
as an "alternate lifestyle"
implies that there is a choice a
man or woman must make to
become homosexually oriented.
To my knowledge, it occurs
naturally on God's earth. God
would not have created it if there
weren't some good in it, perhaps
love. The choice a homosexuallY
oriented person has is to live "in
the closet" and fight his/her
natural orientation or to live as an
openly gay person regardless of
society's attitudes.
I hope Mark and others who
may agree with some or all of the
statements in his letter will some
day be able to truly understand
love between people. I doubt
Mark and his kind truly under-
stand Christian love and, God
willing, some day they will.
Love.
Robert Wilson
Bangor
Good job
To the Editor:
Please permit me to express my
admiration for the outstandingjobs which The Maine Campus
and WMEB-FM are doing this
year in covering the University's
athletic programs.
In my view, the people involved
have gone above and beyond the
call of duty in providing their
readers and listeners with well-
written news stories and broad-
casts.
Their work has been of the
highest quality.
Cordially,
Stuart Haskell, Jr.
Business Manager of Athletics
East
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Love and marriage
Luke was in town this weekend.
He used to be part of our old gang up
on second floor on The Hill a few
years back.
He dropped by to sell his
10-speed, a set of headphones and a
big oak coffee table I'd always
admired. He needed some money,
he said, and I gave him $160 for the
three items.
Luke's getting divorced. He's 24,
a 1977 UMO graduate, and he's been
married about a year and a half.
Now, he's got to start anew.
"Divorce kind of eats away at
you," he said, laughing, but wearing
an Emmett Kelly smile. "It's not a
lot of fun. You've got to keep your
mind off it. It makes you feel like
you're incapable."
We all remembered when Luke
was getting ready to graduate two
years ago. He was going to work as a
chemist in a small paper mill in
Western, near the New Hampshire
border. He'd been dating Marty for
about a year, and he wanted her to
come along.
I remember him explaining his
marriage plans to us late one night.
We were skeptical. "Graduating
from college is a big step," he said.
"You kind of want to take something
alosig with you, you know." He'
actually said that.
Dan Warren
We all felt queasy with such trite
logic, and we didn't like Marty that
much (she whined a lot), but we
rarely doubted Luke. He was solid
and stable and did not jump unless
he knew what waited over the cliff.
He was sensitive and reserved, and
he usually made soft landings.
But now he was among us again,
the old crew, and he had a black
mark. At least that's what he was
afraid we'd think.
"You must be surprised," he said,
doing situps in the fieldhouse. "But,
jeez. I've tried. I really have. But it
just hasn't worked out. She wants
me to quit this, start that, build this,
buy that. I'm the same person she
married, but I think she thought all
along that she'd change me. I think a
lot of young people think that. Just
because they think they're in love,
they assume everything will work
out, but it doesn't.
We left the gym and walked back
up to the dorm. Luke asked a zillion
questions about school, old friends,
teachers and everything else about
the Orono he'd been without for two
years.
"So the hockey team is doing real
well?" he asked, not waiting for an
answer. "Gee, that's great. I
remember when they just had a
club."
We'd missed Luke and wondered
why he never had been back, but we
assumed he was just too busy and
had lost interest in us.
"Oh, no," he told us. "Every
Homecoming. I try to come back, but
Marty never let me. She said I had
too much to do around the house."
Luke explained that they'd bought a
small house in the White Mountains
and that he'd been renovating it, so
it wasn't as bad as it sounded. "I like
the house, too," he said, "but I also
think it's just as important to keep
your friends. Marty really doesn't
agree." '
"Looking back," one of the guys
asked him "do you think you jumped
in too early or are you still glad you
did it?"
"Oh. yeah. I'm definitely glad I
did it. Live and learn, you know...."
he said, but he was lying and we all
knew it. We said nothing, though,
because that's what friends are
for—reassurance, trying to make
belly flops seem like swan dives.
Questions homosexuality as a disease 
To the Editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to respond to Mark
Burke's letter in which he
expressed his dismay about the
article on homosexuality, the
Maine Campus published on Feb.
23.
The issue I would like to deal
with is not a moral one. I do not
want to argue about the morality
or immorality of homosexuality.
Instead, I would like to question
Mark's assertion homosexuality
Endorsement
To the Editor:
We, the undersigned off-
campus senators, have chosen to
endorse the experienced Hewes/
Bucherati ticket for Student Gov-
ernment leadership. Why?
Because:
•
(1) Hewes and Bucherati will
improve the parking facilities for
off-campus students!
(2) Hewes and Bucherati will
increase funding for off-campus
social activities!
(3) Hewes and Bucherati support
nutritious food at the Bear's Den
and a well-managed Food Coop
program!
A vote on Wednesday. March
7, for Dick Hewes and Steve
Bucherati is a vote for YOU!!!
Off-campus Senators
is a "disease." Mark equates
homosexuality with an "infection
that spreads throughout the
body." I question this analogy
and wonder what sources Mark is
drawing this evidence from.
Mark suggests that an emo-
tional tie between members of the
same sex is acceptable to a
certain point, and then it becomes
a "psychological illness.- How
does one recognize this cutoff
point (if there is one), and what is
a "psychological illness?"
It seems Mark's attempt to tie
homosexuality into a "psycholo-
gical illness" is a weak one, and
that the real issue here is a value
judgement on Mark's part.
I would like to commend the
Maine Campus on its willingness
to publish articles like this one. It
is my belief that by dealing with
homosexuality, alcoholism,
depression, etc. we can under-
stand the issues rather than avoid
them.
Sincerely,
John Shesler
211 Hancock
Government is not stagnant
To the Editor:
On Friday, March 2. 1979, the
Orono‘ampus was inundated with
flyers asking "What do you think
of Student Government?" This
flyer was intended for public
information, and not endorsed by
any candidate. My letter is for
the same purpose.
In regards to the stagnation of
Student Government's past
administration, aside from being
a hackneyed cliche, the reasoning
is fallacious. In the past year
student government can claim the
following accomplishments: The
success of the UMO Student
Credit Union, the movement of
SLS to the Union, the creation of a
viable student newspaper in The
New Edition, the expanded pro-
gramming successes of MUAB.
IDB, and the Distinguished Lec-
ture Series. Let's not forget the
policies of alternative
-diversion
and sales-solicitation that were
implemented during this past
year. Student Government has
also developed its best working
relationship with the admini-
stration in recent years.
Given the above information,
how can students refer to the
present administration as being
stagnant? I also would like to
take exception to the selective
usage of quotes to inform the
UMO student body. Consider the
facts, past experience, and in-
volvement of the candidates.
Sincerely.
David Ives
President. Senior Council
Commentary Kenneth Brown
Kenneth brown is an associate professor of mathematics
at UMO.
ea • la
An open letter to Howard Neville. President, and Alan
Reynolds. Director of Police and Public Safety:
I would like to inquire as to the qualifications for
campus policemen. No doubt an important ingredient is
knowledge of the basic laws which they are hired to
enforce. However, it seems to me that a modicum of
intelligence and the judgment of an average 12 year old
should also be required. They apparently are not!
The incident that motivates this letter occurred on the
evening of Feb. 5 as I departed from the campus. As
soon as I pulled onto College Ave. I noticed flashing
blue lights behind me and immediately pulled over. The
wind was gusting light snow and the temperature was
maybe 10 degrees, but I bounded cheerfully from my
vehicle to meet the campus policeman approaching from
the rear. I asked him why he had pulled me over (it
seemed like a reasonable question to me) and he
responded with "Show me your driver's license and
registration. please," (I guess he hadn't been trained to
answer questions). I said "Okay, but can't you tell me
what this is about," to which he replied "I'll show you
when you give me your registration" (a coy
response—not an answer but a clue, a playful game
which hadn't occurred to me while standing hungrily in
the cold wind fumbling for my registration in
semi-darkness). He invited me to come into his police
car out of the cold. Do you know what it feels like to sit in
the back seat of a police car answering questions? All the
feelings of guilt and resentment of authority in my life
flashed before my eyes: a twinkie snitched at the age of
8; a cigarette at 12 behind the garage.... but wait, he
(Officer T.E.Murphy) is saying something...could it
be.. .yes, it is,...the realization of my worst nightmares...
I had suspected I was a bad seed, but.. .the words fill with
the weight of the sins of a thousand ages on my
ears—"your registration has expired." I felt like a
young man who had strived steadfastly through
academe—a B.A., M.A., Ph.D.—only t have my
carefully constructed innocuous facade of academic
sophistication penetrated, and the true inner spirit of
malice and deception laid bare; not by the FBI or the
CIA, but by the fateful eye of none other than Thomas E.
MUrphy—SUPERCOP
Supercop, hired as part of a group of elite
crime-fighters to protect and perserve the hallowed halls
of Gotham City immediately realized that he had
uncovered a subliminal threat and, following his
programmed instructions, declared that the said vehicle
must be ticketed (approx. $25) and must not be driven
any farther until said registration is in proper order. And
so, at 6:00 at night, with no dinner and with little chance
of there being any now my vehicle was declared to be in a
state of "rest," and I was put out in the cold—the cold.
cold, cold(as opposed to just very cold). What to do now?
Try to figure out some way to get home. (Supercop said
"Don't you have another car?" Even if I did, I wouldn't
exactly have had it with me, now would I?)
I pointed out to Supercop that not only would I be
immeditely inconvenienced with the problem of how to
get home, but it would also be quite awkward to go to
Bangor to renew the registration (to make matters worse,
one has to go to both City Hall and the DMV, which are
somewhat inconveniently located 2-3 miles apart).
Having assured him that the expiration had simply been
an oversight and that I would take care of the matter first
thing in the morning, I suggested that a warning would
be sufficient. But Officer Murphy, apparently trained to
enforce the law equally (and without judgment) against
offenders with malice of forethought and evil designs
against society, and mere unsuspecting (and possibly
absent-minded professors alike, surmised that an
injustice had been committed against our great state.
(You are notified when your driver's license is due, but
not so for the vehicle registration. The reason is that
people can forget! Have you ever made a dental
appointment six months in advance? What happens?
The office calls you a day or two in advance to remind
you. Why? The obvious!)
The irony of it is that UMO (funded by our tax and
tuition dollars) subsidizes the campus police to protect us
against crime and make UMO a safe and secure
environment, not to harass members of that community.
Bringing it to the attention of a motorist that his
registration has expired would be a service appreciated
by most of us: punitive over-reaction by campus police.
on the other hand, merely serves to generate disrespect
and undermine support of the campus police by the
community they should be serving.
P.S. Know what Officer Murphy's response was when I
suggested that a warning wuold be appropriate? He
informed me that if I drove any farther and had an
accident, then the university and the police department
would be liable (could "be in serious trouble" was the
way he put it, I believe). Incredible!
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President's aide: a sounding board
Dan 1% en
To understand the inner workings and
structure of UMO's administrative heir-
archy better pretend for a minute that
President Howard R. Neville is Jimmy
Carter.
That makes Jack Blake. Neville's vice
president for financial affairs. the Alumni
Hall equivalent to the head of the Office of
Management and Budget. James McIntyre
(used to be Bert Lance).
Vice President for Academic Affairs
James Clark would pose as Joseph
Califano. secretary of the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare; Vice
President for Student Affairs Thomas
Aceto perhaps would be Cecil Andrus.
secretary of the Department of the Interior,
which oversees national parks. Frederick
Hutchinson. vice president for research
and public service at UMO. would have no
national counterpart. except perhaps
NASA. which also conducts some fairly
significant laboratory work.
That makes Stephen L. Weber a
combination of Vice President Walter
Mondale, press secretary Jody Powell and
top advisor Hamilton Jordan.
Grace and stvle
Company to pay for
illegal use of mail
by Dan Warren
A Fidelity Union Life Insurance Com-pany agent will have to pay 15 cents "inpostage restitution" for each businessletter he sent illegally to UMO seniors
recently through the campus mail system,the Orono postmaster said over the
weekend.
Postmaster Dion Seymour said Fidelity
agent Thom Annotte of Main Street.
Orono. did not have permission to use the
campus mail to solicit clients.
Seymour said annotte will pay 15 centsfor each of the approximately 500 letters he
sent. Annotte said he sent the letters to
senior, but did not say how many. There
are about 2.000 seniors at UMO. Bangor
postal inspector Dale Callan is investiga-
ting the case. Seymour said. Callan was
not available for comment.
"Gee. no. I didn't realize there was
anything wrong with using the campus
mail for the letters." Annotte said. "I
used to go to school at UMO a few years
ago. and ss e used to use the campus mailfor everything. I didn't even stop to thinkit was illegal."
Informed by a Maine Campus reporter ofthe mailings. Seymour said unauthorized
use of the campus mail system is a federal
offense, but that Annotte would not bepenalized, just asked to pay the postage it
would have cost him to send the lettersthrough the U.S. mail. Campus mail is
used for university
-related business byUMO groups.
Since January 1976. Weber has been
assistant to the president, acting sort of as
the eyes and ears for UMO's chief
executive.
"You could probably call me the
president's main aide." Weber said
recently in his second floor Alumni Hall
office. "I am responsible for getting
information to him to help him make
decisions. and I'm responsible for explain-
ing his actions to the University. . .faculty
and students on occasion."
Weber. 36 and still a part-time philo-
sophy professor. said he must "get input"
from various student and faculty groups
and feed it to Neville. who he said is often
too busy to meet with all groups who
request time. Weber said he must give
Neville an "overview" of things on
campus.
"A large part of my job is to serve as a
sounding board," said Weber who got a
Ph.D. from Notre Dame College, South
Bend. Ind. before coming to UMO in 1969.
"President Neville listens primarily to the
four vice presidents here. They are the
specialists in their fields. But he also needs
someone to provide the overview, the
campuswide perspective for him, so he can
sit down with all his information and say.
well, what do you think we should do
here."
Weber perhaps is best known for the
question and answer column he writes in
the "Weekly Calendar," UMO's regular
listing of news and coming events. He
acknowledges he is willing to field some
tough questions in the publication, but
says the University systems or administra-
tors aren't as effective as some of the letter
writers may think.
"Oh, I love that column," he said,
leaning back in his chair. laughing. "But I
live in fear. We get some letters from
people asking questions or complaining,
and I say. 'Oh, my God, what am I going to
do with this. But then I refer the letter to
the appropriate department head, and it's
usually taken care of and explained well.
We have some very good. very intelligent
people running these departments and
services here. Usually, they can clear
things up with their explanations in print.
'Dialogue' has been good. It's a good
chance to explain things that many people
are curious about."
Weber indeed handles some questionsthat appear at first glance to spell certaindoom for the University's public image.But, as he says, answers from administra-
tors dispell many common, negative
beliefs. Here are a couple excerpts from a
recent biweekly column:
"Many times, myself and others have
seen three people driving around in trash
trucks. Why does it take three people to
pick up trash ...two would get the job done
adequately."
Weber sent this letter (none of the
questions are signed in the column)
through the campus mail to Peter Dufour,
UMO's superintendent of grounds and
services, and the following response from
Dufour was printed:
planned to be in the area, but was unable
to make it. and last year, he subbed for
Neville when the Residential Life staff of
Knox Hall hosted several administratorsfor an overnight stay to experience dormlife.
"1 end up getting invited to all kinds ofthese things," Weber said jokingly,
speaking of a diplomatic function he didn'tparticularly enjoy. "I hope you can find
some tactful way to say that."
Weber is happiest with his job becausehe says it gives him a very good podiumfrom which to advocate new positions andprograms. One of his most satisfying
achievements has been the establishment
'I am responsible for getting information
to him to help. I'm responsible for
explaining his actions to the University.'
"This past fall, we reviewed our
Garbage Collection system and found that
with a few modifications in routes and
frequency of collection we could eliminats
the second garbage truck that bad beeil
utilized on a three day per week basis.
With the increased demand on the single
truck, we find it necessary to schedule an
additional man on Mondays and other high
volume days that may arise."
In the same column. Weber responded
to questions about the alleged rude
behavior of employees in the business
office and about the wisdom of selling
faculty parking stickers to students.
Much of Weber's time is spent repre-
senting the University in collective bar-
gaining negotiations systemwide. He also
fills in for Neville when the president is
busy. Recently, he was scheduled to meet
with the Chilean ambassador who had
V
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of the Maine Scholars Day, a time each
year when outstanding Maine high school
seniors arc invited to visit the campus.
"Like many other people. I've been
concerned with the number of bright
Maine high school students who don't go
on to school." Weber said. "With this
program. we've been able to attract good
students here. Many of the ones who come
to visit on Maine Scholars Day end up
enrolling here." Weber said he heard of a
similar program at a Montana university.
"Now if I were still over at The Maples(Philosophy Department)." he said. "I
wouldn't have been able to advocate this
program as easily.—
Study
in Italy
this Summer
liNRBIERI CENTER ROME (AWLS
JUNE 15 -JULY 25 — $995
Art History Mus:c
Italian Social Scienc,
Classical Civilliation
Barbieri Center/Rome Campus
TRINITY COLLEGE
Harttord, Conn. 06106
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Theater program is satisfactory
by Susan Day
For a graduate student in theater, the
options at UMO are three: non
-thesis.thesis, or creative thesis. The people who
are currently enrolled in the graduate
theater program also number three, David
Dangler, Dale Daigle and Kathy Shaw.
Compared with the numbers of graduate
assistants in such fields as English and
chemistry, the figure is small.
Two of the three are under assistant-
ships through the department of speech.(Theater was at on time part of the speech
department, but later split to join the
School of Performing Arts. The graduate
Credit union to
elect directors
The UMO student credit union will
hold their first annual meeting
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in 120 tittle Hall.
The main item for credit union
members on the agenda will be th
election of the nine-member board
of directors. said John Snowe, one of
the eight credit union managers,
Wednesday.
Snowe said all nine posts, which
go for one year, will be nominated
and elected at the meeting. A
three-member committee will nom-
inate people for those position, but
the meeting will turn to open
nominations, he said.
About 900 students have accounts
with the union, which number
approximately $165,000 in assets.
Other meeting items include the
possibility of moving the credit union
to the second floor of Memorial
Union, the possibility of obtaining
computers, and a statement of the
credit union's condition, Snowe said.
Counseling increase
The number of students using the UMO
Counseling Center has been increasing
over the years according to the Counseling
Center Annual Report for 1977-78. The
number of total students seen individually
increased from 992 during 1976-77 to 1,392
in 1977-78, ape] increase of 40 percent.
Dr. Charles Grant, director of the
Counseling Center has said that last year
the demand for service was not adequately
met. Patients were not seen as quickly or
as often as the center would have liked.
The counseling center offers free service
to all UMO and Bangor Community
College students, and it also treats faculty
in crisis situations.
The Counseling Center also has a
24-hour telephone service at the Health
Center.
At
assistantships for theater are still offered
through the speech department, though.)
They teach two speech classes each—
Dangler teaches two sections of Sc 3,
public speaking, and Daigle has Sc 6
classes—fundamentals of interpretation.
What does any of this have to do with
theater?
According to Dangler, very little.
Dangler teaches one Sc 3 class at 8 a.m.
on Tuesday and Thursday. At 9:30, he has
a dramatic theory class under Professor
James Bost. Later, at 12:30, there's a
graduate class with Professor James A.
Colbath, in literature of directing. The
three grad students all sit in the office with
the professor discussing various aspects of
directing and the professional theater. At
2:10 p.m., Dangler has another speech
class.
"Between taking theater classes.
rehearsals, throwing yourself into theater,
and teaching speech classes, you never
know what department you're in, or where
your head is at." Dangler said. He said he
has gained nothing from his speech classes
that will help him in the pursuit of a
profession in the theater.
Daigle believes differently.
"I've learned an awful lot in speech that
has helped me in theater," he said.
Examples included the study of motion in
• Damage
From page I
flooded his room because of the stopped-up
drain. Watson's guitar was in a case under
his bed.
Also, in Wells Complex, these incidents
wre reported:
—At Oak's west door a bulb was broken
at the emergency light lamp. Estimated
cost is $50.
—Glass panel on Corbett's first floor
lounge was completely broken. Estimated
cost is $25.
—Dunn's front door's glass panel was
damaged. Estimated cost is $25.
—the south-western glass extension
door at Dunn was shattered. Estimated
cost is $25.
Other more isolated acts of vandalism
included:
—the transcript office in Wingate Hall
was broken into over the weekend. A
window pane and screen were damaged.
Estimated cost is $60.
—a 1975 Volkswagen's right rear
window was smashed in the Stodder Hall
parking lot sometime Friday night or
Saturday morning. Estimated cost is S75.
Prosser said if anyone was feeling
frustrated and violent at night that the
police department is always open for
people to talk.
"The University closes down at 5 or 6 at
night. There's nowhere a student can talk
to an adult," he said.
A CAMPING RESORT
SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS
applications being accepted for:
Route IT No Wstoriord Mans 042E7
WATERFRONT COUNSELOR: Must have WSL Previous
employment desired with experience in waterfront operations.
Knowledge and skills in safety standards, swimming
instruction, boating and canoeing absolutely required.
Practical knowledge of first first-aid and CPR recommended.
ARTS ARTS & CRAFTS COUNSELOR: Require@ ability to
instruct in a variety of arts & crafts techniques for youth and
adult groups. Experience or training in education, recreation,
or camp management preferred. Previous employment
highly desirable.
Positions full-time from June Apply by writing to: Papoose
23-September 3; generally six Pond Camping Resort, Em-
days per week. Summer ployment Director, Route 118,
salary set at $1200. Modern North Waterford, ME. 04267.
i counselor apartments Application Deadline April
I. provided. 15th.
its relation to ritualistic acting.
Whatever amount of learning the grad
assistants have been getting from the
speech classes, Bost, director of the
division of theater, wants to have them in
the theater department.
"They are serving the needs of another
department, and we sometimes don't see
them (the grad students) for long periods
of time. They should be teaching our
classes, serving our needs, and serving
their own," Bost said.
"It's not a good situation," he said.
What, if any, plans are in the future to
change the program are questionable.
Bost cites money as the main problem in
the graduate program at large, and also the
reason the department cannot have
additional.saadaiate positions.
"We need more graduate students tojustify a larger program, and the name of
the game is assistantships. Students need
help with the money, and at this point we
can't help them enough," said Bost.
Some additions have been made in the
graduate and undergraduate programs
that will help make the program "more
competitive," Bost said.
These include a block of eight new
classes that will be added to the curriculum
this fall, to add an extra level course in
each of the areas of acting, directing, and
scene design. Additional courses include a
class in theater management and publicity.
"On paper," Bost said, "we look as
good as any competitive graduate pro-
gram." But in practice, he admitted, there
are problems.
He said the division needs more mone
("But who doesn't say that?") to grow to
keep up with national standards.
Bost reaffirmed the program is not
unsatisfactory, though.
"In view of the rather limited staff, in
terms of size, and despite the limited
financial resourses, I think we are in a
position to meet the need of anyone who
wants to pursue a graduate degree," he
said.
RAM 'S HORN
33 Grove St.
POT LUCK SUPPER
MARCH 9
§ 5:00-11:00
() BRING A DINNER
DOUG GARDNER
MONTE BROWN
Special Guest
ALAN CASH
(Magician)
„ ,,,,,,,
The Following Students Support the Candidacy
of 
DICK
 
HEWES& STEVE BUCHERAT1
WINN BROWN - PRES. OF STUDENT GOV'T
SUE LEONARD - PRES. OF STUDENT SENATE
SCOTT INGLIS - VICE PRES. FINANCIAL AFFAIRSJOHN CYR - TREASURER STUDENT GOV'T
KATY THURSTON - VICE CHAIRPERSON OF IDB
SCOTT SMITH - PRES. STUDENT SERVICES BOARD
JOHN POWERS - PRES. FRATERNITY BOARD
ANNE HARRISON - PRES. PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
PETE HALL - EXEC. ASSISTANT STUDENT GOV'T
DAVE IVES - CHAIRMAN (DLS)
JIM LEMIE1UX - CHAIRMAN STUDENT LEGAL SVCS
BRUCE McCASLIN - PRES. OF APO
GORDY LEWIS - CABINET MEMBER
NANCY ZAMBRI - CHAIRPERSON LEGISLATIVE LIASON
BOB CATON - VICE PRES. OFF CAMPUS BOARD
STUDENT SENATORS
STEVE MAROON - OFF CAMPUS RICK PLACE - FRATS
BILL RANDALL - FRATERNITIES TOM HALL - HANCOCK
LAURIE GORDON -CUMBERLAND LISA PELKEY - HART
SCHUYLER STEELE - OFF CAMPUS JIM HEWES - KNOX
GEORGE EMMONS - OXFORD BRAD STANDLEY -DUNN
MARK O'BRIEN - SOMERSET TED DOTY - AROOSTOOK
JANE ANTHONAKES - HART PATTI BUSHEE - STODDER
GEORGE BURGESS- GANNETT JIM PASTORELLI - DUNN
CHERYL BAILEY - KENNEBEC LISA ROWE - BALLENTINE
BARRY CHARLES - CHADBOURNE
ARLENE TANOUS - OFF CAMPUS
JOHN VERONEAU - SOMERSET
BEN ZEICHICK - OFF CAMPUS
DAVE SPELLMAN - PENOBSCOT
VOTE EXPERIENCE ON MARCH 7
--Torarairirairairi=1-
-Everybody s
'Super Sandwich & Dairy Shoppe:
• 26 Main St.-Orono 866-2400
SPECIAL (Delivery only)
MARCH 6th - MARCH 11
• LARGE SUPER SANDWICH (OUR ITALIAN) I
with all 'vegetables
$1.00 (Reg. $1.30)
• 
OPEN 7 DAYS 'til 11 p.m.
I Delivery to L.M.O. 8:00-10:45 DAILY I
NA Pa 11!
Park St.
866-5505
.50 Delivery to Campus
SPECIALIZING IN:
PIZZAS
SANDWICHES
ITALIAN FOODS TRY OUR FRIENDLY 
411
BEER, SODA, CHIPS AVAILABLE FOR
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
THE TIME OUT
RESTAURANT
INVITES YOU
TO COME AND ENJOY OUR
fabulous pizza and sandwiches
•giant television screen
•old movies
•and lire entertainment
with the great sounds of
DRIFTWOOD
everyFri. & Sat. 8:00-1:00
151 So. Main St.. Brewer
(turn right at bridge)
open:
until
Fri. and
weekdays
midnite
Sat. til 3
1 25% OFF ANYTHING ON THEMENU (EXCEPT BEVERAGES)LVHEN YOU PRESENT THIS AD I
491 onsl
eoce.per.".11
at,,, toolstocvawe.
ci3ase 
i 
OPEN DAILY I
10:30 -10:00P.MJ
T.J. Wheeler
Tuesday & 
-FREE- March 6,7
Wednesday 8-11
IN THE
BMRS
,!)EN
MURPHY'S
botLOBSTERSEAFOOD
IQ STEAKBEEF
SALAD BAR
Sirloin Steak
11-lb oz.
Baked Potato
Salad Bar
$595
Serving Dinner From 5:00 PM
to 10:00 PM Sunday thru
Thursday & 5:00 PM to
11:00 PM Friday & Saturday
•
31,9
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THE CANDIDATES
Dick Hewes Steve Bucherati
Hewes
by John Donnelly
Dick Hewes said recently he's fighting
toward a more effective voice for the
students. He said it could be achieved by
working together, harmoniously with the
UMO administration, faculty and students.
It's the theme of his campaign for the
UMO student government presidency.
"I want to make it more of an instrument
for students," the sophomore political
science major from Cape Elizabeth said.
Hewes, a veteran of two years in the
student senate, is running on a ticket with
fellow senator Steven Bucherati, the most
politically conservative campaign in this
year's contest for the post.
The personable senator is waging a
hectic last few days of his campaign, doing
what he does best, many sources have
said, getting out and meeting students. He
and his running mate are knocking -6it
doors, trying to get out the votes.
Hewes. presently an Alpha Tau Omega
senator and a member of the executive
cabinet, also is staying away from verbal
thorns directed his opponents. In fact, he
talks only of the respect he has for the
other candidates.
"I'm running a very positive cam-
paign—intentionally. I'm running for Dick
Hewes." he said.
His partner on the ticket. Bucherati, has
worked with and against Hewes on several
billa and issues brought before the senate.
"I feel very comfortable with Steve. I
know he and I can work together," Hewes
said. "And I thought it would be a good
balance. I knew it would be necessary to
get away from the ATO stigma."
The "ATO stigma" Hewes referred to is
the fact that seven members of that
fraternity hold influential posts in the
present student government administra-
tion.
The main thrust of Hewes' campaign is
to work with people. "I just want tot
continue the harmonious relationships. If
someone else runs and wins it (the
harmonious relationship) may be disrup-
ted," he said.
He also added he would like to establish
an "open door" policy with student
senators, where they could always come
and talk to him about problems.
Hewes also would make plans to have
himself more visable. For example. he
would attend dormitory activities boards
and talk more with resident directors and
assistants.
One project Hewes pushed in the senate
was to make the faculty evaluations public
to students. The project, however, fell
through.
Before attending UMO, Hewes. 23,
voluntarily enlisted in the United States
Marine Corps for three years. The
transition back to a university community
was a big one, he said.
For instance, during his freshman year
as a senator he strongly spoke out morally
against funding for the Wilde-Stein club,
UMO's gay organization. "It just wasn't
accepted in the military," Hewes said.
Since then, he said, however, he has
moderated his stance on such things as
funding for the Wilde-Stein group. He
voted for funding for that organization this
year.
During his two year, Hewes was
chairman of the Academic Affairs commi-
ttee, Fair Elections Practice committee
member, Student Legal Services commi-
ttee member, an executive cabinet mem-
ber, and Student Conduct Code Committee
member.
He said he didn't "see any problems"
making the transition from student senator
.o student government president.
Hewes is being supported by a majority
of the senate and present student
government president Winn Brown.
Bucherati
by Doug Bailey
Steve Bucherati has worked for two
years as a senator from Oxford Hall and
now is taking the big step to become the
leader of senate.
Bucherati is running for Vice-President
of the student government with Dick
Hewes.
"Dick and I are good friends," he said.
"We have worked together and are quite
compatible politically."
He admits to being conservative,
especially when it comes to fiscal matters,
but says national party affiliations are no
important in student elections.
"A lot of people try to mix national party
affiliations with student government lea-
ders. It is unnecessary. I am a Republican
but I only use my affiliatioa as a base for
my political philosophy. I don't think it
plays a big role in my dealings with
students."
Bucherati is a junior political science
major from Bridgeton, Maine. He is
considering a career in law.
He said he has found students to be
receptive to his ideas when approached but
thinks there is a lack of closeness between
the students and their government.
"It is surprising what the students don't
know about the upcoming elections. There
is a lack of awareness on their part and I
would like to see that brought to an end.
Students could more effectively utilize the
student government if they were interes-
ted."
Along with his senate experience.
Bucherati has worked for two years on the
Student Legal Services Committee.
"I have had a good working relationship
with the people at SLS and I intend to go to
them often for advice, if elected, on issues
such as collective bargaining."
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Pickle
by Doug Bailey
Randy Pickle voted for Jimmy Carter in
1976 because Carter was a fellow souther-
ner.
And like Carter. Pickle is trying to get
himself elected to office with little
experience and mountains of desire.
"I wish students would wake up." he
said, "it seems they don't care about
anything. They should but I can't make
them. They have to be bitten."
Two weeks ago, Pickle said, he was an
unknown. But that has changed now. He
has been going door to door, on campus
and off, campaigning for the job of student
government president. He carries a simple
message where ever he goes: "I care."
"I really do care about students," he
said, "I think a lot of them feel there is
noone to talk to if they have a problem.
They feel student government is just
another step in the bureaucracy. They
don't realize student government is of the
students, not above them.
Pickle is from a small town in Tennessee
and says he chose to come to UMO purely
at ramdom.
"A lot of my friends went to school only
ten miles from town. I went there for a
while as a business major but I finally
decided to go away to school rather than
live at home. I mean some of my friends
are stuck in that little town. They think
Cape Cod is in New Hampshire. I don't
even try to tell them where Orono is."
Pickle is now an Art and Sociology
major. He has served for over two years on
the Educational Policy Committee. He lists
that post as his only job experience.
"But I am just as qualified for the job as
any student," he says. "I could get a group
of people to sign a letter supporting me.
Prominent people too. But I don't think
that is all that important. I am spending my
time with the students. Trying to interest
them in student government. I'm trying to
get them motivated: it's hard but I am
having a great time. I won't make any
prediction on the outcome of the race. I
know we are getting our message across:
people are listening. You don't really lose
when you become involved with something
like this, regardless of the outcome."
In a campaign which has failed to
produce a solid point of departure between
any of the candidates, Pickle feels he has
the better platform.
"Content-wise, I think my platform is
more interesting to the students. I have
suggested student government hire a
legislative lobbyist to bitch and moan about
student interests in Augusta. Our interests
are not being protected. My opponent
stresses cooperation with the administra-
tion. That is the same as saying students
will get the shaft. That is why our slogan is
"Students for a change." We think their
interests should be placed first."
Pickle wants an all-student union. He
said if students completely ran the Union it
would provide them with job experience.
"Students have to be given incentive to
get things done. Right now there is no
damage fund for dormitories. If there was
3ne, and no damage occurred in a dorm,
Randy Pickle
then the money could be spent on other
things. Needed things. It would be a great
incentive to cut down the amount of
vandalism. If students knew the money
axisted they would think twice about
causing damage or allowing it."
Pickle is a registered independant and
Jays he shys away from political labels.
"An independant cannot be labeled. But
am probably more liberal than my
opponents.
Moen
by John Donnelly
Chris Moen is running for student
government vice president because he
wants to end the "manipulation" he has
seen in student government and in the
UMO administration. Moen is running on
the'students for a Change" ticket with
Randy Pickle.
One example of the "manipulation" in
student government is the representation
of the fraternity senators by Alpha Tau
Omega senators. Three of the four
fraternity senate seats were held by ATO
members. "The fraternity senators are
supposed to represented. They weren't
with the ATO senators," Moen said.
The vice president of Lamba Chi Alpha
sees himself as being a conservative but
can find areas that need a change in
student government.
The major item that they would propose,
Moen said, is to organize and support a
research group that would check on
administrative organizations. The most
visable target, Moen said, would be
Residential Life.
"Once students see how a research
group provides them with these things,
they will start utilizing it. I'd like to have all
the information you need about organiza-
tions at the time you need it," he said.
The organization would evolve from the
present SIRG group. which was formed
after a Distingushed Lecture Series
sponsored a Ralph Nader lecture last fall.
Moen stressed while they would promote
a good working relationship with UMO's
administration "theres a time when you
have to take a stand. You just can't
appease the University," he said.
The sophomore political science major
said he's worked on local and state-wide
Republican political campaigns and also
worked for three years on his high school's
council.
Pickle, though, he admitted will need to
learn much on the job. "I think some of his
liberality is a result of not being familiar
with the compromise process. I do feel he's
unfamiliar with certain elements. But he's
really excited. He wants to work hard for
people. And he's one of the sincerest
persons I've ever met . "
Moen, unlike either Hewes or Bucharati,
criticized his opponents. "I have a great
deal of respect for them with their (Hewes
and Bucharati's) confidence and exper-
ience. But I think that with them being in
the senate for so long and being content as
a senator that they are a bit obsolete with
the issues," he said.
Chris Moen
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Christian singing group: love and caring
by Debbie Noack
If you've every been wandering by the
Memorial Union and heard the sound of
singing bursting from an open window, you
were probably listening to His Kids.
His Kids is a Christian singing group
that practices four hours a week in the
chapel on the third floor of the Memorial
Union. The 25 member group is part of
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
According to Jim Rogers. director of the
group, His Kids does approximately 22
concerts a year. "We average about seven
performances a semester." Rogers said.
During the school year the group sings
on Saturday and Sunday nights in churches
all over Maine. During semester break the
group did a week-long tour of New England
where they did eight performances singing
at churches and a school.
Although the group is sponsored by
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. it is
self-supported by offerings at perfor-
mances and these funds pay for transpor-
tation, outfits and musical supplies. Rogers
added.
Rogers said, "The principles of IVCF are
disciple-ship, evangelism and missions.
His Kids ministers in the areas of
disciple-ship and evangelism. Our purpose
in visiting churches is to try to uplift people
and point their es to Jesus Christ."
The group is made up entirely of UMO
students. Rogers, who is a junior majoring
in natural resources and land use planning,
said. "kids join the group because they
love to sing and they have a desire to share
their love for Jesus with other people."
Rogers has been the director of the
group since April of his freshman year. He
said, "Being director of His Kids is a lot of
work but it's very rewarding and very
challenging. I love it."
Jane Hancock, a freshman member of
the group said she joined because, love
to sing and I get a jot of pleasure out of
singing for the Lord and blessing people in
that way. Also, I was very lonely when I
first came to school and I knew that singing
in a Christian group would fill some of that
loneliness."
Hancock said she likes His Kids because
of "the freedom of caring and love for each
other." She said. "His Kids is like a
family because we have not just common
beliefs, but a common moral code.
Because we all share a common belief, it
strengthens the closeness and friendship.
It's not just a surface belief. It's not peer
pressure. It's deep inside and it gives us a
love for each other which we try to share
with the people we sing to," she said.
Hancock said, —being in the group takes
four or more hours a week. It's time
consuming and it's not always fun, but it's
'always worth it. I never feel like I've
wasted my time even when we haven't
been as efficient as we might have been."
The group sings contemporary Christian
folk music and uses a piano and guitar
accompaniment, Rogers said.
Campus 
Interviews
for
TI Equipment Group
Match your degree to our multitude of openings.
S Citizenship required)
Degrees  
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Materials Science
Engineering/Computer
Software/Hardware
Microwave Development
Field Test Support
Logic Design
Optics Design —Thin Film
Coating
Environmental Design
Space Telecommunications
Infrared Reconnaissance
Thin/Thick Film Design
Fab Liaison Engineering
Test Equipment Design
NC Programming
Systems Analysis
Cryogenics-Heat Transfer
Manufacturing Supervision
Printed Wiring Board
Engineering
FAB Methods
Signal Processing
Engineering Physics
Engineering Mechanics
Optics (Engineering)
Manufacturing Technology
 
 
Openings  
Production Control
Functional Manufacturing
Engineering
Project Manufacturing
Engineering Control
Digital/Analog Circuit Design
Thermal Analysis
Mechanical Packaging
Tool Design
Antenna Design
Laser Development
Radar Design
Computer Software
Assembly Methods
Computer-aided Design
Computer-aided Testing
Aerodynamics
Control Systems
Applied Mechanics
Quality and Reliability
Assurance
Process and Plastics
Engineering
Computer Science
(Software/Hardware)
Manufacturing Information
Systems
Microprocessor Design
Minicomputer Applications
Mechanical Design
Automated Test Equipment
Manufacturing
Project-oriented
Manufacturing involving:
• Coordinating
Manufacturing
Schedule Commitments
• Cost-Control/Budget
Development
• Use of Real-Time
Computer Systems
Manufacturing Supervision
Assembly Methods
Fab Methods
Tool Design
NC Programming
Live in Dallas.
The Southwest's largest and liveliest metropolitan area.
Discover all the glitter and glamour, spectacular sport and high fashion Dallas is famous for—
yet an economical place to make a home. Cost of living is way below the urban U.S. average. And
there's no state income tax. The country's 7th largest city has year-round sunshine plus lots of
lakes and facilities to enjoy it. Dallas and surrounding area has 47 colleges, 50 hospitals, 2 major
medical education and research institutions, and a wealth of major media and entertainment.
Interviewing on Campus
March 14-15
If unable to interview at this time, send resume to: Ruth Lodowski / Texas Instruments/ P. 0. Box
226015, M.S. 222/ Dallas, Texas 75266.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
An equal opportunity employer Ma--
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Spring is coming to UMO! The ground is thawing and the paths and roadways are
mud:tilled. making sticky driving and walkinglphoto by Bill Mason]
PEPINO 9S
MEXICAN
RESTAURANT
AND
TAKE
OUT
*Tacos
*Burritos
•Enchiladas
•ChIll
*Chill-Dogs
OPEN 
•Guacamole
11:30 a.m. *Vag. Food
- 11:30 p.m.•Soups
'Salads
515 So. Main St.-
Drew( . 989-1330
Workers go to panel
by Dan Warren
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees and UMO's 470 service and
maintenance workers took their contract
fight to an independent panel of "fact-
finders" Thursday in hopes that the
neutral party could find a solution.
Frank St. Louis, steward in the steam-
fitters shop at UMO's steam plant. said the
panel began gathering testimony and data
in Augusta and will make an offer to botgh
sides within 30 days. Neither side is
legally bound to accept the offer, St. Louis
noted. About 200 workers from other UM
campuses also are involved in the dispute.
The workers, ranging from cafeteria
employees to ground crews to janitors, are
represented by the Teamsters. On Jan. 25.
the group voted 134-64 not to strike.
Several workers have said publicly,
though, that they are not happy with the
financial and fringe benefit details of the
contracts offered them, and the university
has called the worker demands "un-
reasonable." Negotiations have lasted 15
months.
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News Briefs
Essay contest announced
Three prizes of $400, S300, and $200, have been authorized for the best essays
on the constitutional topic listed below.
The awards are made from the income from shares of stock held in trust by the
University of Maine and established for this purpose by the late Claude Dewing
Graton, Class of 1900.
The subject for the 1979 contest is: The Constitution and Property Tax
Financing of Public Education.
Any regularly enrulled undergraduate student may enter the contest by
submitting an essay on the above-listed topic. The essay must be completed and
submitted to Mrs. Alida Coates, Secretary, Department of Political Science, 27
North Stevens Hall, not later than April 13, 4 p.m.
The essays must be between 2000 and 4000 words in length and must be
neatly typewritten on one side of 81/2 x 11 sheets. A complete bibliography
should be attached to the essay on a separate sheet of paper. The title page
should contain only the title and the date. A cover page should contain the title,
date, and student's name and address. If a student wishes to keep a copy of the
essay, he or she should make a copy. Essays submitted are retained by the
committee.
Questions about the contest may be asked of Professor Eugene A.
Mawhinney, 13B North Stevens Hall, 581-7978.
Fraternities face disbandment
Dartmouth College's 22 fraternities and two sororities may not be Animal
Houses, but they're in the doghouse. They have been given one year to
document their value—or face disbandment.
A faculty resolution called for the abolition of Dartmouth's fraternity system,
asking the system be disbanded "for encouraging behavior antithetical to the
purposes of the college."
Responding Monday to that resolution, the Dartmouth Board of Trustees
asked for a preliminary report on the residential and social clues in six months
and a final report in one year.
"Should the board of trustees become convinced that significant changes are
not occurring; or that the rate of change is unacceptably slow," President John
C. Kemeny Monday told a faculty meeting. "Then the board will be prepared to
vote on the abolition of fraternities and sororities."
Panhellenic conference planned
The 1979 Northeast Regional Panhellenic Conference will he hosted by the
Panhellenic Association of UMO on March 9-11. Sorority members from 14
schools in New England and New York have been invited to participate in the
weekend.
The weekend will consist of a series of workshops ranging from time
management, public relations to pledge programs.
Speakers will be Dean William Lucy. Dr. Warren Burns. and Dean Dwight
Rideout.
Laurie Nash, chairman of the conference, said each sorority usually sends
three women. She plans to have the visitors stay with women from the UMO
sororities to show the others the Greek unity among the sisterhoods at UMO.
Nash also said Panhellenic is considering having the conference biennially
instead of annually because of the amount of work involved.
National Nutrition Week
A group ot senior nutrition majors are celebrating National Nutrition Week.
sponsored by the American Dietetic Association by becoming involved in a
variety of community awareness projects.
The students have attended workshops, developed radio scripts to air on local
radio stations, and spread posters around campus highlighting the
individualization of Residential Life menus.
An animal feeding experiment has also been conducted to demonstrate the
effect of excess fat intake. Students have been involved in counseling
individuals on weight control and consumerism.
Others are involved in interviewing fourth grade students to determine the
nutritional value of their diet. A new computer terminal has been installed in
Merrill Hall tc aid in the assessment of these diets.
UMOSG and chancellor solve
disagreements about lobbying
by Tammy Eves
After what UMaine Chancellor Patrick
E. McCarthy described as an "excellent
meeting." the chancellor and the Univer-
sity of Maine Organization of Student
Governments have apparently solved past
disagreements over the role of UMOSG.
Although McCarthy said last December
UMOSG is misusing its power when its
members lobby as a group in Augusta, he
said Monday he doesn't disapprove of the
lobbying. but UMOSG should not use
money to do so.
"That's the point." McCarthy said. as
representatives of student government,
they not only could (lobby), but should."
UMOSG Chairman Rita Laitres said the
student group never has used state funding
for lobbying efforts and that she doesn't
foresee UMOSG lobbying in the future
anyway.
"If each campus would go out and lobby
individually, it would probably be more
effective than if UMOSG lobbied," she
said, because the different campuses in the
UMaine system all have individual
opinions.
She said UMOSG's role in student
lobbying will probably be confined to
passing on information to students who
want to lobby.
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More letters. . .
University DID work
To the Editor:
I am writing in regards to the
article. "No Respite for Dunn
Hall." which appeared in Tues-
day's issue of the Maine Campus.
I have been very pleased by your
extensive coverage of our plight,
but I would like to make a few
comments. I feel that you have
severely underplayed the •'res-
pite" which we have received.
In the article, you were very
quick to mention that our hallway
is cold because of missing ceiling
tiles and that the fiberglassinsulation in student rooms has
not been replaced. Yes. you did
mention the lights and ceiling
tiles in rooms had been replaced.
but yk hatever happened to my
Pickle
To the Editor:
Does Richard N. Hewes want to
run Student Government behind
the backs of students? I person-
ally asked him how he was going
to implement the dental program
on campus. which was the
seventh statement in his seven
line 'platform'. He refused to tell
me and said he will say how later.
I. like some people who are
supporting him, have served with
him in the General Student
Senate and in the Cabinet. I have
seen him ask redundant questions
in the senate, which could easily
be answered by reading the
Cabinet minutes. But he, who
asked the question in the Senate.
was there at the Cabinet.
I have asked him whether he
supports a constitutional limit on
state and federal spending. He
has said that he favors it. If the
state has a constitutional limit on
spending, then it obviously will
have less money to spend. If the
state has less money to spend, it
will probably spend less money
for the University. Do we want
our Student Government Presi-
dent indirectly supporting less
money for the University?
Those are some of the reasons
that I can not support Richard N.
Hewes for Student Government
President.
Randy Pickle is a hard working
candidate who has not been
impregnated with the Student
Government stagnation. He is a
student FOR A CHANGE in the
system.
Randy Pickle wants more stu-
dent control in the matters that
concern the students. He wants
there to be a 'student union', a
'student' tenant organization,
'student' evaluation of the facul-
ty He wants students to have a- •
larger say in tenure decisions and
Residential Life. He wants to see
a stronger University of Maine
Organization of Student Govern-
ments (UMOSG). co-operative
housing, re-evaluation of the food
and he wants students to be able
to put the Student Credit Union
on the first floor of the Memorial
Union, where it can be reached by
handicapped students. These are
the issues. They are why I
support Randy Pickle for Presi-dent of our Student Government.
Roger Brodeur
President of MUAB
statement we now have morehallway lights than we have hadin 2 years?
Why didn't you mention the
fact the men from physical plant
and our janitors worked their
butts off for four days helping us
clean and then spent all day
Friday making repairs?
You were also told that part of
the problem of frost build-up on
our ceiling might be due to the
fact that steam from our showers
was escaping through holes in the
walls of our bathrooms. These
holes were made two years ago
when our "gang showers" were
converted to individual showers.
Two years ago was when our
problem began. These holes were
not discovered and recognized as
a contributing factor until Thurs-
day. By Friday, the masons had
been in and filled these holes with
cement.
An election?
To the Editor:
As you can see, the University
is working to help us. Instant
solutions to the entire problem
are simply not possible. The
engineers are working very hard
to come up with a practical.
workable solution.
The leaking that occured on 4th
Floor Dunn last week should
never have been allowed to
happen and it should not be
allowed to happen again. I
sincerely appreciate your interest
in our problem and I hope that
your coverage may have helped
spur tpe move to solve this
problem. However, in the future,
please try to give credit where
credit is due and report the
positive actions 35 well as the
negative aspects of a situation.
Sincerely,
Leisa R Smith
Resident Assistant
4th Floor Dunn
One more problem to do for
that assignment due tomorrow.
The printing in my book is
beginning to blur. Another sip of
beer should get me primed for
that last problem. What's this
under my beer mug? A "Maine
Campus." So there's an election
this Wednesday for student gov-
ernment president. So what?
Wait a minute. There's a dancing
tree running for office, and a
pickle and a Hewes. What's a
Hewes? Oh yeah. That's the guy
two friends of mine told me'to
vote for. They said he's a hard
worker, a good man, a good
leader. "Yeah, right," I said at
the time, knowing all candidates
for student president are the
same. "Looks like I'll sit this one
out."
But wait a minute. It looks like
we've actually got a selection.
One conservative, one dogooder
and one extremist. Richard
Hewes. Randy Pickle and John
Kilby. My vote's going to mean
something for a change.
Pickle's got a lot of good ideas.
I can tell he's been thinking about
hew to help students rather thanjust thinking up ways to get
elected. That's a change. I guess
I'll vote for him.
But we're here to get an
education. I might as well see
what the extremist has to say:
Anarchist, huh? Nice idea but it
would never work. Less power to
the administration and more
power to the students and faculty.
That's a plus. Hope he wouldn't
abolish student government befor
e he had abolished the adminis-
tration. I wonder what would
happen if the administration were
forced to evaluate their signifi-
cance in our education? I'd never
vote for this guy out in the real
world, but maybe we could learn
something if he did get elected.
Imagine the conflicts and the
questions that would come up.
Now that would be an education,
and we'd all be part of it. But
we'd still be safe enough. I mean
most of the things he proposes
would never get accomplished. I
wonder if he could handle it. ..A
dancing tree.. .sure. Dancing
trees can handle anything. I'll
vote for him. In any case, we've
got a real choice this time. Let's
take advantage of it on March 7.
Now what was that problem
about?
Review is wrong
To the Editor:
I was pleased to find Gordon
Bok's concert getting front page
coverage in the February 27th
edition of the "Maine Campus,"
but disappointed upon reading
the article. This article was not
only poorly written, but basically
incorrect. I found myself
wondering if Susan Day actually
attended the concert.
In her first sentence Day states
Gordon Bok's songs all tell the
same story. She then goes on to
show how different his songs
really are. Anyone at the concert
couldn't help but notice that his
music and songs are quite varied.
Mr. Bok has a reputation for
A student.
David LaBrecque
Orono
Bewildered
To the Editor:
I feel like the person who writes
to "Dear Abby" stating that "I
never thought I'd be writing...".
However, your editorial of
2/27/79 ("The Rules of the
Game") leaves me bewildered
about the logic and mores of the
person responsible for the
Campus' stand on enforcement of
existing laws.
The Campus complains "There
was no warning.S Must the law
enforcement agencies alert us to
when we might be held respon-
sible for illegal acts? Earlier the
campus stated "The threat (of
!nforceme4.10 went for naught."
The impl
,
ication is that, because
wrests were not made earlier,
!nforcement was not intended. or)erhaps not even justified.
"They (the fraternities)
xatched their step. But only for a
ittle while." Does this mean that)ne toes the mark only if there is
.he likelihood of being caught?
'They (the enforcers) shouldn't
:ome out in October with threats
,a statement of fact?) and then
make them due in February."
The logic behind this would
dictate that: ( I) We need to be
reminded continuously that run-
ning red lights is illegal and (2)
Enforcement should be absolutein terms of the presence of an
enforcer at every conceivablelocation of a transgression.
I he Campus concludes "It's
not a time to horse around whenfines and jail sentences are on theline." I take this to mean that we
ought to be honest and law
abiding. Unfortunately that is notthe meaning intended by theCampus, nor is it their position.
•
ff you represent the students. I'm
sorry for them and ashamed at
what our student body repre-
sents. Fortunately, I don't think
you reflect the values of most of
our student body.
Sincerely.
Stephen A. Norton
Professor of Geological Sciences
Editor's note:
The editorial intended, appar-
ently unsuccessfully, to object to
what we felt was an arbitrary
arrest of one UMO student.
Liquor inspectors could. con-
ceiveably. make liquor related
arrests any night of the week. But
they don t.
And when one random arrest is
finally made we are told it has
come after a four month long
"ongoing investigation." This is
too much to swallow.
If the police were sincerely
interested in curbing the illegal
use of alcohol among students
they would get no argument from
us. In fact we would welcome
such an effort.
Regrably though. in the case
of the unfortunate ATO incident.
the police have done nothing to
stop illegal purchase. sale, pos-
session and use of alcohol. The
party was not even stopped the
night of the arrest.
All they have done is potential-
ly jeopardized the reputation and
career of one student and given
him an arrest record which will
follow him the rest of his life.
Meanwhile, the parties contin-
ue.
Supports Hewes
To the Editor:
As a newcomer to the GeneralStudent Senate. I decided I had a
rather unique position from whichto evaluate the candidates forpresident and vice-president ofStudent Government.
After hearing the speeches and
opionions from both sides, my
considered choice is the more
experienced candidates Dick
Hewes and Steve Bucherati.
First of all, I've been in classes
with both Dick and Steve, so I feelI know them fairly well. They
came to me and asked how I felt
composing and singing sea songs,
but at this particular performance
his repertoire included songs
ranging in subjects from Vermont
farming to drinking, courting and
building construction. There
were, of course, some of his
typical sea chanties.
Day also describes Gordon Bok
as "the seafaring man who is land
bound forever." Considering the
fact (to the best of my knowledge)
he owns a sailing vessel and has
many friends among the Camden
Schooner owners, I rather doubt
that he is land bound forever.
Susan Day's sentence and
paragraph structure also leaves
something to be desired. I realize
the Campus does not have
professional journalists, but even
an Eh I student like myself knowsit's improper to start a paragraph
with, "Why Pat's not at work
today" was one of these num-bers.• • She also quoted the words
of "Offer me Grog" incorrectly.
Cuttedash is a place, not an
action.
One might say these are all
trivial points. but I feel that a
reporter's job is to report events
correctly and precisely, not Slop-pily, as is the case in this article.I sincerely hope that in the futurethe Campus will print a higherquality of reporting than it does
not.
E.I. Weeks
4 Bennoch. Orono
about the election and the issues.
On the other hand. I've had no
contact from the Pickle Cam-
paign. However, this is not what
my decision is based upon.
It was Randy Pickle who made
up my mind for me. In a
question/answer period last
Tuesday and in his speech before
the Senate later that day, Pickle
proved to be vague and un-impressive. He proposes change,but from what base? And with
what specific changes? He wants
to keep the student body better
informed. How? He wants a
Student Government to form a
group to perform research.
Doesn't he realize that a similar
facility already exists? How can
he change some things he has
never worked with before? Don'tlet his rhetoric confuse you. The
Pickle/Moen platform provideshardly more tangibility than the
experience its candidates have in
UMO student government: little
or none.
On the other hand, Hewes andBucherati know the problems thatare likely to be encountered andthe changes that need to be
made. They see no sense inchange for its own sake. In twoyears of working in the studentseante, they will be, by far, themore effective team in dealingwith senate, the administration.and the student body; that's whatthey've been doing for the pasttwo years.
Dave Spellman
Student Senator
Penobscot Hall
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Salem State next in line for skaters . . .by Stacy Viles
If the UMO hockey team took a "Giant
step" over AIC to advance to the
semi-finals, it's going to take an awesome
leap to defeat a revengeful Salem State
club tomorrow night at Alfond Arena to
move on to the finals.
While Maine defeated AIC 4-1 on
Saturday, the Salem State Vikings, (19-7-1
in regular season play) in an overtive
thriller. downed Bowdoin 4-3 at the
O'Keefe Athletic Complex in Salem, Mass.
Over the weekend there were no
surprises in the other tournament games.
The top four teams defeated the bottom
Here comes Conn
four in the ECAC eastern division II hockeyplayoffs.
Number two ranked Lowell defeatedNew Haven 7-3 and Merrimack easily beatHoly Cross 4-0. The Lowell and Merrimack
semi-final game will be played tomorrow
"We've got to play with emotion andbetter checking (in order to beat the
Vikings)," said UMO hockey coach JackSemler. "A key in recent games and
especially against Salem State was keeping
out of the penalty box."
"We stayed out of the penalty box in thefirst 10 minutes," said Jim Tortorella, ofthe last Salem confrontation, "and just
checked, checked, checked, and they got
very frustrated and it put them in the box."
Tortorella will be in the net for Maine
tomorrow as he was two weeks ago putting
in a sensational clutch performance. That
was a must win for the Black Bears for
them to maintain its number one position
in the standings.
Jay Palladino. one of the top goal
tenders in the ECAC eastern division II,
will be manning the Viking net. In 23
games this season, Palladino has 552 saves
against 623 shots for a .886 save
percentage. His record is 13-8-1 with a 3.15
goals against average.
"Besides our two, he's (Palladino)
probably the top goalie in the league," said
Maine's Gary Conn sends AIC goalie Chris Snow sprawling in an attemp to block this shotduring Saturday nights 4-1 Black Bear win. [photo by Bill Masoni
captain Dan Sweeney. "We'll have to put
as much pressure on him as we can. We'll
have to out hustle them and deep it (the
puck) in there end."
"We've got to beat them to the puck;
we've got to play them tough," insisted
Joe Crespi, who scored two goals and two
assists in the last meeting with the Vikings.
"We weren't crisp against AIC; we
weren't hitting the open man with our
passes. Hit the open man and hopefully
we'll put it in."
"Basically their offense is knocking
people down," Tortorella said. "They're a
good forechecking team, that's what
happened in our first loss to them, 3-0.
Top offensive threats for the Vikings are
forwards: Dan Kreiner 29-22-51, Rob
Buckley 19-23-42, and Drew Taylor 12-21-
33.
Maine has split the regular season with
Salem State. The Vikings handed the Bears
a 3-0 shutout during Thanksgiving break.
But two weeks ago, Maine evened the
score in a fast-paced, highly physical 5-2
victory.
"Salem usually is pretty aggressive style
of team and we are too," said Sweeney.
"Especially since this is the playoffs, its
going to be an aggressive game. The team
that takes the less penalties Wednesday, is
going to be the winner. That's how we beat
them down there."
"We've got quite a rivalry going," said
Salem State head coach Mike Gilligan.
"There are a lot of kids who know one
another, the Tortorellas know our players
and a lot of kids from the area play for you
(Maine). Plus we see one another twice a
year."
Gilligan explained that his game stra-
tegy will not be any different than the last
meeting, but he did add that —we've got to
stay out of the penalty box. That was a bigdownfall (in the last Maine game)."
"If we can play like we did down there,"
Semler said, "we can do it. We've got to
skate hard and we've got to come out
strong early and take charge."
"This is going to be an open game,••
Crespi said emphasizing that it's "do ordie" for both teams. And he added that the
last thing Maine wants to do Thursday
morning is turn in its equipment.
.following flat performance against AIC
Lance Graham
[photo by David Adams]
by Danno Hynes
The UMO hockey team took its first giant
step toward the Divsion II Eastern
Championship Saturday night as they
defeated American International College
4-1 at the Alfond Arena.
The Black Bears did not play their best
game of the season but it proved to be
enough to allow them to win their first ever
playoff game and advance into the
semi-finals against Salem State College
Wednesday night.
Anticipation hung heavy in the air before
the contest and exploded into a thunderous
ovation from the light-blue hankerchief
waving spectators as the Bears skated onto
the ice prior to the game.
The Bears broke into the scoring column
first midway through the opening period
when right winger Jamie Logan, who had
brought the puck up the ice on a
breakaway, was tripped and went crashing
into the AIC net and goalie Chris Snow.
Rob Day picked up the loose puck and fired
it into the net with Logan still lying in the
crease.
Linemates Logan and Paul Croke
assisted on the Bears first playoff goal.
Day's goal opened up the action in the
period as tight forechecking and back-
checking resulted in hard hitting and
physcial play, much to the delight of the
standing room crowd of 3000.
At 16:23 of the period UMO scoring king
Gary Conn made it 2-0 on a powerplay as
he skated through a crowd in front of the
AIC net and tucked the puck into the upper
left corner. Andre Aubut and John
Tortorella assisted on the goal.
The second period, and perhaps the
best period of the contest, opened up with
Swimmers place eighth in Easterns
by Scott Cole
They rolled into Cambridge and
onto the campus of Harvard Univer-
sity Thursday for the Eastern
Seaboard Swimming and Diving
Championships as kind of a mystery
team. This was their first year
competing in the prestigious tour-
nament and no one knew what to
expect from this Maine team.
But by nightfall on Saturday all
those who had coached, competed or
viewed the swimming knew about
the Black Bear swimmers and
couldn't say enough about them.
"Everywhere we went spectators,
coaches, and officials kept compli-
menting us on the great job we'd
done," declared head coach Alan
Switzer after his team had finished a
strong eighth place out of the 21
teams in the tournament.
Throughout the three day affair.
UMO was in a dog fight with
Dartmouth, Yale. Columbia. Navy
and Cornell for the fourth through
eighth spots in the tourney stand-
ings. The Black Bears more than
held their own for 3% days. but by
late Saturday, the swimmers started
to tire and without the same number
of athletes that other teams had,
they dropped behind Dartmouth.
Yale. Columbia and Navy respec-
tively.
The tourney's overall champion
was the host Harvard Crimson.
Trailing them for second and third
place were Princeton and Army.
They left the competition's other 18
teams drowning in their wake
virtually from the outset.
Ron Raigkula of the champion
Crimson qualified for national com-
petition with an impressive 1:52.20
in the 200 yard backstroke. But
Maine's Jim Smorgawiecz was righ
behind with a time of 1:53.81. Lance
Graham turned in a performance in
the three-meter dive with a score of
439.75, good enough for fifth place.
Also in that same event, Maine's
Wright Ferguson placed 11th with a
score of 375.90. Chuck Martin
smashed yet another school record
with his ninth place finish in the 1650
yard freestyle. Bob Marshall chipped
in with a 12th place finish in the 100
yard freestyle with a 47.17 timing.
UMO pulled in 12th in the 400 yard
freestyle, racing the clock to a time
of 3:09.61. However there were two
events which UMO failed to place in,
the 200 yard breaststroke and
butterfly, and that shortcoming
really settled where the Bears
finished in the standings.
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Decision to transfer
has paid off for Farrington
by Anne Lucey
The greatest moment of her career was
when UM-Farmington beat UMO. And
she scored 43 points to boot.
Wendy Farrington. a junior transfer
from Farmington, is the high scorer for the
UMO Women's basketball team. avera-
ging 16.6 ppg (57% FG percentage) while
gathering 12 rebounds per outing, also a
team high.
She "will never forget" the time last
year when her team, then UM-F, defeated
UMO. "It was great." Farrington said
laughing.
"I made up my mind at state competition
up here last spring to transfer," she said.
Word mysteriously leaked out that
Wendy Farrington was transferring to
UMO, according to Farrington.
When some of the members of UMO's
squad approached her with the question,
she affirmed it, "but keep it under your
hat," she told them. "It's not final yet."
But now it's final. Farrington is here to
play ball.
"She is by far our most consistent and
strong player," Coach Eilene Fox said.
"She has been a really big asset to the
team."
Whether any coach realized Farrington
would be so successful is questionable.
She wasn't recruited—by UM-F or UMO.
Her coach at UMF, Stella Mclean, hated
to lose a team member of Farrington's
quality. "But when I thought of her future,
I was happy for her," said McLean.
McLean said she believes Farrington
was and still is the best female player in
the state.
She attended Mount Biue High School
where she was a member of an almost-
state-championship team. "We had a
great team in high school." Farrington
said.
"We went to the states my senior year
and lost to Hampden in overtime for the
Class A state title." she said.
The move to UMO from UMF has been a
bit tough at times, though, according to
Farrington.
"This is the first year I've played against
others as big as I am," said the 6'2"
blond-haired physical education major.
"Basketball at UMF was quite a change
from high school, but the teams we played
at UMF were nothing compared to UMO."
"I think the team's going along well.
We should peak as a team at the states
Farrington reluctantly talked about
herself, saying, "I think I've improved
quite a bit. It's made me tougher. The
game here is physical and if you don't push
back, you're going to be on the floor."
The beginning of her career is not the
usual mom-and-dad-were basketball-stars
too story.
She started playing the game in the sixth
grade. "Some woman in our town got a
team going and we played on weekends."
Her hometown of Wilton competed against
other towns in the area.
"I was tall then compared to all the
others," Farrington said, laughing ner-
vously.
The game of basketball is an instinct for
her. "I have always played ball since I
could pick one up," she said.
Brother Farrington is 6'6", but he
doesn't play ball. Mom and dad don't play
either; however, they make it to every
in-state game. "They're great," she said.
Despite her great success at basketball,
Farrington is at UMO for an education.
She wants to teach or coach in the future.
These are the desires that made her
transfer.
But, she made it clear that any offers
from the professionals would not be turned
away.
"I wrote to the Women's Basketball
Association and they haven't replied. I'm
still waiting," she said.
And because the pro team in New York is
geographically the closest, that's where
she would prefer to be drafted.
Until then Farrington will be hitting the
books. "The studying this semester has
been good for me. I'm finally getting into
my courses."
Wendy Farrington
Financial ald is avaiiabie for Engineering end Science
Mayors for graduate study In Nuclear Engineering,
Fusion Engineering. and Health Physics Graduate
Research and Teaching Assistantships stipends range
from $5000 to $8300 per year plus full tuition waiver.
For information write Director. School of Nuclear
Engineering, Georgia institute of Technology. Atlanta.
GA 30332
MUSIC-Hire UMO 20th Century Music Ensemble for
your next campus event Call 581-7666 for information
CONTACT LENS WEARERS Save on brand name
hard or soft lens supplies Send for free illustrated
ca•alog Contact Lens Supplies, Box 7453. Phoenix.
Arizona 65011
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1 00 for 356 page. mail order catalog ofCollegiate Research 10,250 topics listed Box 27-B,L is Angeles. Calif 90025 (213) 477-8226
AddreaaerS Wanted immediatley! Word at home—noesperience neceseary—exceilent pay Write AmericanService. 6350 Park Lane, Suite 127, Dailies, TX 75231
PART TIME JOBS Excellent pay .work whenever
you have time no obligation Write: SUMCI-40ICE
Box 530. State College. Pa 16801 .and start earning
next week Please enclose $ 25 handling cheroot+
WOMEN—MAKE MONEY AT HOME Get in onBillIonDollar Market Sell line of Wedding InvitationsNot get rich quick scheme Requires work Can befull-!I me business Free brochure Arnold Co 206 EastMain, Rexburg Idaho 834.40
EXOTIC JOBS'
LAKE TAHOE CAL'
Little exp Fantastic lips (pay) 51700-24000, summer35.000 people needed in Casinoes, Restaurants,Ranches. Cruisers. River Rafts! Send $3 95 for info. toLAKEWORLD ON, Box 60129. Sacto, CA 95860
MEN, — —WOMEN'
JOBS ON SHIPS, American. Fortson. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer lob
or career Send $3 00 for information. SEAFAX, Not.
G-8. Box 2049. Port Anorsies, Washington 9M9.
WANT TO SPEND THIS SUMMER SAILING IN THECARIBBEAN? THE PACIFIC? EUROPE? CRUISING
OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD ABOARD SAILING
OR POWER YACHTS? BOAT OWNERS NEED
CREWS! FOR FREE INFORMATION SEND AS 15STAMP TO XANADU 6833 SO GESSNER SUITE
'SAILBOATS( CRUISE SHIPS! No experience High
Pay See Carribean. Hawaii. Europe. World! Summer
Career Send $3 95 for info to SEAWORLD, Box
60129 Savo, CA 95860
BEST PART TIME JOB IN AMERICA
54-10 per hour over 18, 15 hours weekly. car E.
telephone required Call 862-3565, 296-2484, 257-3313,
or write: P0 Box 2, Plymouth, ME 04969
Advertise in the
Mahe Campus
On the lookout
Maine's Crystal P o searches fiw a tewnntate
to pass to while an-open Barb Cummings streaks up
court hoping to be on the recieving end. Black Bears
closed out home schedule with a 71-48 win over
Husson.
Choose Gold or Siladium
Why you should buy your ring now!
1. You deserve it You ve accomplished a lot
2. Save $15 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the5`. or $10 you might get from any other company
3. Different Rings, The largest selection to choose fromOver 20 different ring designs' See traditional and con-temporary men G designs and beautiful fashion rings for women
.1*-44"90
nrrLOwEn
/iRTORVED
REBATE CERTIFICATE
GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATEValid on any ring in the ArtCarved Collection (even gold) Choose from a wide variety oftraditional contemporary or fashion rings custom made to your individual tasteNoe to get your 115 rebel* by matt .is.. Obrch•••1 T., cottirpr, most be presented yeti, your order
a.L,end one refund per pus hase Purchaser pays any sales
. 
3. Otter valid On'y on "rigs °Owed doong 1155 sal,
4 Rebates can be issued only after final payment on yoor ring
has been 'Trade
3. At that t•rhe ottlet your AnCanied RewesentatiyeOw) you a Rebate Request Cer1t1/4-ate Thls reMbcate must bematted along reth proof of full pave-len! I,. AdCarved onthar,three mooltiS after you Oeder pool ring Rebate void atter MI'period low *pelts fOr rebate pncessonq
AlCerved Rewese,fanve nee tie at
PLACE: Outside Bear's Den
TIME: 9 :30 — 3:30
DATES: March 7, 8 g 9
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 9th
 •
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Women bomb Husson 71-48 in final home contestby Scott Cole
Before the game Maine•s Barb Cumm-ings was presented with a carnation
recognizing her for playing in the last home
game of her collegiate basketball career.
Once the game had started Husson College
y as presented to UMO as the proverbial
Iamb for the slaughter recognizing the factthat this game was going to be a massacre.And indeed it was. After a sluggishperformance through much of the first half,the Black Bears got it together and easilyslapped aside their guests from Bangor71-48.
Eileen Fox's crew was truly suffering
from "let's forget how good we are and
play at their level" disease in the opening
stanza. They managed to keep the
talent-thin Braves at bay though thanks to
the offensive production of Crystal Padzi-
orko. The 5'111/2" junior was ripping the
cords with her usual array of turnaroundjumpers and short lay-ins. Roxanne
Hall to give majors another try
by Dan Warren
Former UMO soccer star and CapeElizabeth High School baseball star KurtHall leaves Wednesday for Lakeland, Fla.
and another crack at major league baseball
with the Detroit Tigers.
Hall. a catcher who attended UMO lastfall and played varsity soccer, said recentlyhe expects to play Class A ball for theLakeland Tigers, but that he could move upif he plays well. He said he has received a
raise, but he said he couldn't discuss thedetails of the contract.
"All I can do is give it my best shot,"
Hall said in a telephone interview from
• AIC win
From page 13
both teams playing a tight game.
The hard hitting that was so evident in
the first period was missing, but in its
place was some spectacular goaltending by
both Snow and UMO ace Jeff Nord.
Snow shut down the Bears powerplay
early in the period and Nord turned away
the hustling Yellowjackets on a couple ofgreat scoring opportunities in front of the
UMO net.
Hard hitting and a roaring crowd helpedto open up the game at the 15-minutes
mark as the Bears brilliantly killed an AICpowerplay.
At 18:20 Captain Dan Sweeney took the
rebound of a Tom LeBlond shapshot and,ith his back to the net, squeaked the puckby Snow to send the Bears ahead 3-0.The Bears were back in front of the All...
net less than a minute later as Joe Crespi
extended his consecutive game scoring
streak to 19 on a 15-foot shot to Snow'sleft. Kent Lannan assisted on the goal.
The pressure paid off and AIC's Ted ST.
Pierre lit the red light at 2:05 after Nord
made three great saves during a flurry of
shots on the Maine net.
The Black Bears were deliberate in their
game the remainder of the contest and
dumped the puck into the AIC zone at
eyery opportunity to prevent their oppo-
nents from any more scoring chances.
Penalties ruled the roost in the period
and 12 players were sent to the box as play
got more and more ragged as the period
%k ore on.
The full house at Alfond Arena showedits appreciation to Black Bears with a
standing ovation during the final ten
seconds of the game.
Following the contest AIC coach Wayne
LaChance sounded more like the winner
than the loser.
very happy with the team's
performance," said LaChance. "We
thought we were out of the game from the
very start but I thought we turned things
around after our slow start in the first
period. Except for that one minute in the
second period when Maine scored two
goals, I thought we outplayed them in the
period, but those goals killed us."
Maine head coach Jack Semler was
happy with his team's victory but was
realistic about their level of play
"I think we realize that we're going to
have to play better than we did tonight
when we play Wednesday." said Semler.
"We didn't play a real crisp game tonight
and I think we have to get back to playing
the kind of game we played against Salem
State a week ago when we beat them 5-2."
Semler praised the line of Paul Croke.
Rob Day and Jamie Logan for their
hustling play. 
"That whole line played great and I
think that Jamie Logan played the best
game he has ever played for us tonight."
New Hampshire.
Hall, 19 and a member of Lambda ChiAlpha fraternity here, said he will report to
spring training at 190 lb.
"A real good spring and I could move
up, maybe, to Double A, you know," Hall
said. "It's just a matter of doing the rightthings in front of the right people...I reallyfeel that I'm in the best shape ever. I've
got to be. I'm fired up. I've been working
on my upper body.. .on the Nautilus weight
machine at UMaine, and then doing stuff
at UVM. Jay Kelly (a defensive lineman)
of the UMO football team really showed me
a lot. I feel a lot stronger. That's what the
Tigers want—size."
Hall graduated in 1977 from Cape
Elizabeth High School, where he played on
three Class B state championship baseball
teams and attracted Cincinnati Reds scouts
as a sophomore. UMO coach John Winkin
wanted Hall to play at UMO, but Hall went
straight to the minor leagues, delaying his
college studies.
Hall was quoted by the Portland Press
Herald last fall as saying that he would
play soccer for UMO, regardless if the
Tigers approved. He said he didn't care
waht they thought. Ms attitude has
changed, though, he said, because they
have shown stronger interest in him.
libbets was a glimmer of light in an
otherwise dismal offensive display by
Husson. Tibbets matched Maine's Padzi-
orko's first half totals with ten points, but
there was a difference; Padziorko wasn't
relied upon to do it all by herself. UMO
took 32-20 lead to the locker room with
them at the half.
If Husson head coach Pam Hennessey
had any thoughts of her team climbing
back into the game in the second half, the
Black Bears dashed them with dispatch.
With the score standing at 38-22 early in
the quarter the Bears laid a 10-0 spurt on
Husson which sent the Braves reeling
down the chute for good. The telling run
consisted of a lay-up apiece for Crystal
Padziorko and Lana Ladd, two foul shots
from Barb Cummings, a long bank shot by
Susie Sharrow and a running hook shot by
Joan Leavitt that would have done Bill
Russell proud. Once that business had
been completed all that was left to do was
let the subs finish it out.
Crystal Padziorko topped Maine's scor-
ing totals with 14 points while the good-bye
girl Barb Cummings chipped in with 13.
Meanwhile Roxanne Tibbet's 16 said it all
for Husson.
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Step up to excellence with an HP Programmable.
And get up to $85*of software free.
Thinking programmable? Then think
Hewlett-Packard. Buy any HP program-
mable between March land April 30.
1979. and receive a coupon redeem-
able for up to $85* of software free.
SW SOFTWARE FREE. Buy an
11P-33E Scientific or HP-38E Advanced
Financial Programmable and take your
pick of any two Application Books.
SEE YOUR HP DEALER BEFORE
APRIL 30.
530* SOFTWARE FREE. Get an
HP-29C Advanced Programmable or
HP-19C Advanced Printing Program-
mable—both with Continuous Memory
—and take your pick of any four
Solutions Books.
HEWLETTEPACKARD
$85* SOFTWARE FREE. Purchase an
HP-67 Fully Programmable or HP-97
Fully Programmable Printing Calcula-
tor —and choose any one prerecorded
Application Pac plus any five Users'
library Solutions Books.
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ATTENTION, SENIORS! •
•
Are you still seeking employment?
Ise
Graduates make out easy Information Resume Reduction Form. Personnel Director studies simple-to-read
resume format in special Journal.
Graduate Is granted Interview, one of many possible
through PST program.
Can you afford not to invest just 3 minutes of your time to read this?
MI Did you know that over 400,000 graduates will be
searching for new careers this Spring in New
England and New York alone?
III Did you know that your chances of having your
resume reviewed by more than a few potential
employers is quite slim?
To enhance your employment chances,
you are now being offered a one-time opportunity
to place your encapsulated resume in the
easy-to-read
NORTHEAST
COLLEGE GRADUATES
EMPLOYMENT JOURNAL
Designed exclusively for N E and N Y personnel
departments The nominal cost for an applicant to submit his
or her listing is only
$29.00. .0 •
REACH PERSONNEL DIRECTORS .. .
Your listing wiii appear in one of 12 categorized publications to be mailed
May 10, 197910 over 24.000 personnel directors. If you are interested in one of
the 12 careers listed at right reserve your space this week by following the
directions set down by the Information Resume Reduction Form Shown at
right designed for clarity and simplicity
QUICK EFFICIENT REVIEW . . .
Each publication will be mailed directly to the personnel directors designated
in your selected category Through research with personnel groups
nationally a special Information Resume Reduction Form has been devised
encapsulating your resume facts with the proper subject sequence and length
for quick efficient review and selection by the employe! Your chances of
being recognized and ultimately hired are vastly improved by this simple
method
EXPENSIVE
ALTERNATIVES
If you were to mail your resume to
only half of the employers in your
category it would cost you
over $250.
YOU WILL RECEIVE THE JOURNAL ...
For you to participate in this unique program. fill out the IRRF Form,
check your category and complete the coupon below, and mail to
PST, Inc , P 0 Box 55, Accord Mass 02018. along with a check or
money order for $29.00 made out to Personnel Search Technology.
Inc Be sure you mail before the March 25 deadline. You will receive a
copy of the publication after May 10, 1979
INFORMATION RESUME REDUCTION FORM ...
Below is a sample of the information Resume Reduction Form to use
when making out your Employment Journal resume. Please follow
the IRRF directions for clarity and simplicity It is divided into
4 sections Career Objectives (100 words), Academic Achievements
(25 words), Personal Background (75 words), and Additional
Information (25 words).
I
1. CAREER OBJECTIVES (up to 100 words)
What type of position are you seeking/ State related professional
experience, i e vulunteer work, internships, research projects, junior
achievements. etc Potential employers should know any skills, attitudes.
interests responsibility, leadership that can be related to career of
your choice
N
2. ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS (up to 25 words)
List degree(s). Major-Minor. honors, OPA. scholarships. areas of
certification.
3. PERSONAL INTERESTS, SKILLS,
BACKGROUND (up to 75 words)
List clubs, committees. organizations, including offices held extra-
curricular activities (sports. etc ) Any past employment, full or part time
not career-related
4. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (up to 25 words)
This section is not required but some personnel directors would be
interested in knowing the following age, marital status, sex, health. race,
salary required and location preferred
NI 10
CATEGORIES — Please check one ...
(If more than one desired, please check and enclose additional $10.00 each )
O Engineers-Technical 0 Real Estate Insurance I FinancialO Engineers-Scientific
O Writers Artists Entertainers
O Accountants
O Lawyers
O General Sales
Name
Degr•at
School address
Permanent address
College
O Education
O Computers
O Medical
O Government
O Large/small Corporations
peRsour/eL
sear-at)
▪ t(-c:brx)11)gy
s • irx:
p. o. box 55, accord, massachusetts 02018 / 617-749 6947
Phone
Phohe
